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1 Introduction

Atomic clusters are ensembles composed of a finite number of atoms. Their cluster
size, defined by the number of constituents, typically ranges from a few atoms to
several thousands [1, 2]. They are distinguished by the types of atomic bonds [3, 4]
and investigated within different environments [3, 5–7]. However, even for clusters
of the same type in the same environment, their properties are dependent on their
geometric and electronic structures, which in turn vary with the cluster size and
charge state [8]. This gives rise to an extensive field of research with numerous free
parameters. Therefore, the present work focuses only on a small subset of that area,
specifically the investigation of charged metal clusters in the gas phase.

Singly charged metal gas-phase systems can be reliably produced for an extended
cluster size range by a variety of sources [1, 4]. Thus, their cluster-size dependent key
characteristics as for example the electronic [9–12] and geometric [13–15] structure
as well as fragmentation behaviour with respect to collisions and laser-irradiation
[16–18] have been central aspects of cluster research. Nevertheless, an equally sub-
stantial change in the cluster properties can be observed when changing the charge
state [19–21].

Generating highly charged systems in the gas phase, however, presents a signifi-
cant technical challenge and is feasible only within specific boundaries of cluster size
or for a restricted duration as increasing Coulombic forces affect the cluster sta-
bility [22]. Beyond these boundaries, highly positively charged systems experience
spontaneous Coulomb explosion, fission or the evaporation of charged monomers to
decrease their charge-to-size ratio [20, 23–26]. While negatively charged systems
have the same options, they feature the additional and strongly competing decay
pathway of electron emission [19, 27, 28].

In order to anticipate the stability of multiply negatively charged particles, cri-
terions based on the Rayleigh limit [29] or the valence state parabola model [30]
have been developed. Furthermore, computer-based calculations using for exam-
ple the ab initio Hartree-Fock self-consistent field method [31], the shell correction
method [28] or the density functional theory [32] have been conducted. While the
Rayleigh limit is applicable to a wide range of charge states and cluster sizes and can
predict the stability of polycations, it overestimates the stability of polyanions since
it does not consider the decay pathway of electron emission [33]. Simultaneously,
computer-based calculations as well as the valence state parabola model are typi-
cally constrained by the system size and therefore, computational effort, or limited to
charge states of di- and trianions, as further experimental benchmark data is needed.
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1 Introduction

A reliable, experimental technique to produce polyanionic metal clusters in the gas
phase has been to spatially overlap anionic clusters with low-energetic electrons for
an extended period of time [34–38]. This so-called electron-bath technique is per-
formed in a Penning trap [39–41], an ion trap device which limits the motion of
both, the charged clusters and electrons to a confined volume by superposition of
static magnetic and electric fields. Within the 12-T Penning trap at the Cluster-
Trap setup in Greifswald [42], the attachment of electrons to clusters of e.g. copper,
gold, silver and aluminium has been probed as function of the cluster size [43, 44],
reaching up to hexaanionic charge states in the case of gold clusters [37]. However,
a functional relationship between the charge state and the appearance size, i.e., the
minimum cluster size required to accommodate a certain number of electrons for
a given duration, has not been experimentally investigated yet. As this knowledge
is crucial to identify suitable cluster candidates for future research interests, this
challenge will be addressed within the scope of this thesis.

Furthermore, it is intended to make polyanionic gas-phase systems accessible to a
broader research community by developing an new production-technique apart from
Penning traps. For this purpose, the use of radiofrequency ion traps [40, 41, 45] is
especially suitable, which, as a versatile instrument with various designs and sizes,
has continuously gained popularity across a variety of research fields [46–50].

The present work is divided into the following parts: The beginning focuses on
the mathematical treatment of multiply negatively charged metal clusters, particu-
larly on the significance of their Coulomb barrier. This property is inherent in all
such systems and can critically influence the stability of polyanionic clusters (Article
1). Subsequently, a short introduction to the ClusterTrap setup is provided, which is
used for all cluster measurements in this study. Thereafter, each of the two different
ion trap types used for polyanion production is treated in detail:

Measurements utilising a 12-T Penning trap enabled the investigation of electron-
attachment dynamics and the production of multiple new charge states of aluminium
clusters. For the first time, the analysis of these datasets allows to observe a func-
tional relationship between the charge states and their appearance sizes, which is
then compared to theoretical considerations (Article 1).

Following that, the utilisation of radiofrequency ion traps is addressed, which pre-
dominantly employ AC-guiding fields for particle storage. Because simultaneous
storage of clusters and electrons is not feasible in this trap type, its AC-guiding
fields are modified in a two-stage process (Articles 2 and 3) to guide a low-energy
electron beam through the trap in which monoanionic clusters are stored. This
marked the basis of the first production of polyanionic clusters in radiofrequency
ion traps (Article 4).
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2 (Meta-) Stability of polyanionic
metal clusters (Article 1)

In this work, it is assumed that a z-fold negatively charged metal cluster as for
example Al−zn (z > 1) is a metal sphere and that its radius can be expressed as
R = RWS · n1/3 + δ, where RWS = 0.158 nm represents the element-specific Wigner-
Seitz radius for aluminium [51], n denotes the cluster size, and δ accounts for some
electronic spill-out [52]. To describe the stability of this cluster with respect to
electron emission as summarised in [37, 38], the system is examined as a combination
of two components: a precursor cluster of identical size, Al−(z−1)

n , and a single
electron. Due to the cluster’s charge, the electron experiences the influence of a
Coulomb potential, VC(r), as schematically illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2.1:

VC(r) =
e2

4πε0
·
(
z − 1

r
− R3

2r2(r2 −R2)

)
, (2.1)

where r is the distance between the centre of the cluster and the electron, e the
elementary charge and ε0 denotes the vacuum permittivity. Moreover, in the cluster
ground state, this electron possesses a binding energy E, which is linked to the
electron affinity EA of the (z − 1)-fold charged cluster [53]:

E = −EA(z − 1) = −
(
W −

(
(z − 1) +

1

2

)
e2

4πε0R

)
(2.2)

and is dependent on the element-specific work function (e.g., WAl = 4.28 eV [54]).

Based on the binding energy of the electron, three cases can be distinguished: If
E < 0 with respect to the vacuum level, the electron is stably bound. On the
contrary, if the electron binding energy exceeds the height of the Coulomb barrier,
i.e. E > VC,max, the electron is not bound to the cluster. For all energies in be-
tween, 0 < E < VC,max, the electron can exit the cluster by tunnelling through the
Coulomb barrier. Similar to the alpha decay of radioactive nuclei, a metastable sys-
tem is formed. The tunnelling probability P strongly depends on the barrier height
and width r2 − r1 and, thus, the energy of the electron (VC(r1) = VC(r2) = E). A
higher energy results in a smaller barrier width to be traversed, leading to a higher
tunnelling probability [55], as approximated by the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin ap-
proach

P (E) = exp


−

r2∫

r1

(
8me

~
(VC(r)− E)

)1/2

dr


 , (2.3)
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2 (Meta-) Stability of polyanionic metal clusters (Article 1)

whereby me is the electron mass and r1 describes the barrier distance from the
centre of the cluster regarding an electron of energy E. Depending on this tunnelling
probability, the lifetime τ0 of a metastable, multiply negatively charged cluster can
be determined in analogy to the decay lifetime in the context of an alpha decay
[56, 57]. Here, the index 0 refers to the considered cluster temperature of 0K, as
any thermal excitation is neglected:

τ0(E) =
2r1(E)√

2E/me P (E)
. (2.4)

On the other hand, starting from a lifetime τ0, this formula can also be used to
calculate the minimum cluster size that allows to maintain a specific charge state
for the chosen duration. Figure 2.1 displays these so-called appearance sizes of
polyanionic aluminium clusters as a function of the square of the charge state z2 for
a variety of different lifetimes τ0 (grey symbols). The dashed lines are included to
guide the eye.

Figure 2.1: Appearance sizes of aluminium clusters (grey symbols) as determined
from calculated lifetimes τ0 (Eq.2.4) as a function of z2. The limiting
cases for τ0 = 0 and τ0 →∞ (black symbols) are highlighted. The inset
shows a Coulomb barrier potential (Eq. 2.1). Adapted from [38].

The graph illustrates that larger clusters, at a given charge state, have a longer life-
time than smaller ones. Furthermore, at a constant lifetime, an increasing cluster
size is required to reach the next higher charge state. When considering exper-
imentally accessible lifetimes around τ0 = 1 s, the calculated sizes appear to ex-
hibit a linear relationship in Fig. 2.1, suggesting an almost quadratic correlation
to the charge state. However, examining the extreme case of τ0 → ∞ determined
by E = |EA| = 0 (upper black line), it becomes evident that the relationship is
of a higher order. Conversely, in the limiting scenario of τ0 = 0 determined by
|EA| = VC,max (lower black line), the relationship is less than quadratic. This in-
dicates a lifetime-dependent shift of the exponent in the relationship between the
cluster appearance size and charge state, caused by a complex interplay between
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cluster size, electron energy and tunneling probability through the Coulomb-barrier.

Up to this point, cluster temperatures of 0K have been assumed. However, at
the ClusterTrap setup (Chap. 3), which is used for experimental polyanion produc-
tion, clusters are at room or even higher temperatures. Therefore, a probability of
thermal excitation L of the electrons is introduced [58, 59], which, combined with the
tunnelling probability, provides a measure of temperature-dependent field emission
FE [37]:

L(T,E) = ln

(
1 + exp

[
−E + EA

kBT

])
and (2.5)

FE(T,E) =

VC,max∫

0

L(T,E) · P (E) · dE . (2.6)

With this, the electron emission rate ρem can be derived, providing an estimation
for the lifetime τ of an excited, metastable, multiply negatively charged cluster.

ρem =
4πmekT

h3
· FE , (2.7)

τ =
1

4πR2ρem

. (2.8)

Figure 2.2 displays the calculated cluster appearance sizes for aluminium systems at
a temperature of 600K and a spillout of δ = 1Å, as these values have typically been
estimated from fit routines to polyanion abundance curves of aluminium clusters
[38].
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Figure 2.2: Appearance sizes of aluminium clusters at 600K and with a spillout of
δ = 1Å (grey symbols) as determined from calculated lifetimes τ (Eq.
2.8) as a function of z2.
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2 (Meta-) Stability of polyanionic metal clusters (Article 1)

Again, a nearly quadratic relationship for lifetimes around 1 s can be observed. How-
ever, the previously recognised power-law transition across the family of curves is
less pronounced and fewer lifetime curves can be represented for the same range of
cluster sizes, as the curves are more seperated from each other. The higher temper-
ature of the cluster results in the occupancy of higher-energy electron states, which
is reflected in an increased tunnelling probability. Thus, a cluster of the same size
and charge has a shorter lifetime at 600K compared to 0K. To achieve the same
lifetime, the cluster needs to consist of more atoms. The introduction of a spillout
reduces this effect.

In summary, the appearance of a polyanionic cluster is influenced not only by
element-specific parameters such as the work function and Wigner-Seitz radius. De-
pending on the cluster size, its appearance is particularly determined by its metasta-
bility with respect to electron emission. When conducting experimental investiga-
tions of appearance sizes, the temperature of a cluster, serving as a measure of its
internal excitation, must also be taken into account.
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3 ClusterTrap setup

Measurements regarding the production and investigation of polyanions were con-
ducted at the ClusterTrap experiment in Greifswald, which has undergone continu-
ous development since the 1990s [42, 60–63]. The present configuration, comprising
a cluster source with multiple ion traps (Fig. 3.1), has been specifically designed
to investigate charged gas-phase particles and their interactions with light, neutral
gases, and electrons in a vacuum surrounding.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the ClusterTrap setup. Adapted from [42].

Metallic mono-anionic clusters are produced using a laser vaporisation source [64],
as depicted in Fig. 3.1 (green). The process involves directing a laser pulse onto
the surface of a metal wire, leading to the evaporation of material. Subsequently,
the evaporated atoms aggregate into clusters within an introduced helium gas-pulse,
which also accelerates the clusters towards the source exit. The emitted clusters are
than transferred to and captured in the first radiofrequency ion trap.

Within the first radiofrequency ion trap, clusters produced by multiple consecutive
laser pulses are accumulated and bunched, prior to being transferred to either the
Penning trap (Fig. 3.1, purple) or a second radiofrequency ion trap (Fig. 3.1, red).
In the vicinity to both of these traps, electron sources are installed which can provide
electrons for in-trap electron-cluster interactions. To identify interaction effects, all
clusters are subsequently ejected from the used trap towards a microchannel-plate
detector with a conversion dynode for time-of-flight analysis (e.g. detector 1, Fig.

7



3 ClusterTrap setup

3.1).

A measurement cycle as this is iterated multiple times to enhance ion count statistics
and mitigate fluctuations in the monoanion source signal. Due to the limited resolv-
ing power of the time-of-flight detection of ≈ 100, the measured abundance spectra
typically contain ion signals with a full-width-half-maximum signal-distribution big-
ger than a single cluster size. Therefore, investigated cluster sizes are given with
uncertainties throughout the text. The next chapters provide an overview of the
general operation of both ion-trap types and the production of polyanions within
them.
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4 Polyanions in Penning traps
(Article 1)

A superposition of static magnetic and electric fields is used for a three-dimensional
confinement of charged particles in a Penning trap [39]. While the homogeneous
magnetic field B restricts the ion motion in the radial plane, the axial confinement
is enabled by a quadrupolar electric field, the polarity of which also determines
whether positively or negatively charged particles can be trapped. The electric field
causes the particles to oscillate axially with the angular frequency ωz

ωz =

√
Q · U0

M · d2
PT

, (4.1)

which depends on the trap-geometry parameter dPT , the axial trapping voltage
U0, the mass of the cluster M , and the cluster charge Q = z · e. In an undisturbed
cyclotron motion, charged particles move with the cyclotron frequency ωc = QB/M .
However, the combination of the magnetic and electric fields results in a radial
motion that involves both cyclotron motion with a reduced cyclotron frequency
(ω+) and magnetron motion with a magnetron frequency (ω−)

ω± =
ωc

2
±
√
ω2

c

4
− ω2

z

2
. (4.2)

From the requirement that the square root term of Equation 4.2 is positive, the
M/Q storage limit of a single particle in a Penning trap can be directly derived
utilising Equation 4.1:

M

Q
≤ B2 · d2

PT

2U0

. (4.3)

It is crucial to note that for a given charge state in Penning traps, only an upper
mass limit exists. Particles of all masses can be stored, individually or collectively,
up to this limit.

The Penning trap at the ClusterTrap setup consists of a series of cylindrical elec-
trodes in a homogeneous 12 -T magnetic field [42]. Fig. 4.1a, top, shows an axial
cross-section of the electrode geometry. There are four endcap electrodes on each
side (EC1-8) surrounding a central ring electrode (RE) where the stored ions re-
side. Correction electrodes (C1-4) between the ring and the endcap electrodes allow
for adjustments to form a nearly harmonic potential (Fig 4.1a, bottom). The ax-
ial trapping depth of this arrangement is ca. 0.93 · U0 and the trap parameter
dPT ≈ 26.65mm [42].
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4 Polyanions in Penning traps (Article 1)

In order to test the storage limit, the maximum cluster-size of monoanionic alu-
minium clusters that could be stored at trapping voltages of U0 = 80V, 90V, and
100V is determined (Fig. 4.1b in black, blue and red, respectively). The mea-
sured storage limits of approximately 1720(12), 1540(10), and 1440(10) aluminium
atoms per cluster average at 75% of the theoretical expectation, calculated using the
atomic mass of aluminium mAl = 26.98 amu. This behaviour may result from two
factors: deviations from the harmonic potential due to the cylindrical trap design
and space charge effects caused by simultaneously storing multiple particles, which
alter the effective trapping depth.

Figure 4.1: a) Axial cross section of the Penning trap electrodes at ClusterTrap
(top) and the storage potential (bottom), both adapted from [42]. b)
Ion abundance of monoanionic aluminium clusters as a function of the
cluster size for Penning-trap voltages 80V, 90V, and 100V in black, blue
and red, respectively.

Within the trap, ion motions are influenced by the admittance of argon buffer gas,
resulting in damping of both the axial and cyclotron motional amplitudes. Simul-
taneously, the radius of magnetron motion is increased. The splitting of the central
ring electrode (RE), as indicated in Fig. 4.1a, is utilised for the application of an
alternating quadrupolar field at the cyclotron angular frequency (ωc) corresponding
to the cluster size of interest. This radial excitation leads to a conversion between
the radial motions [65]. If the conversion from magnetron to cyclotron motion and
the cooling via buffer gas occur faster than the expansion of the magnetron motion,
it results in the centring of a desired ion species [66].

4.1 Electron bath

The electron-bath technique is a method of simultaneous storage of anionic clusters
and electrons in a Penning trap [34–38]. Initially, monoanionic clusters of a specific
size or with minimal size distribution are selected and centred by radial excitations
in an argon buffer-gas environment within the Penning trap. Subsequently, an elec-
tron beam with a kinetic energy of typically 60 eV is directed through the trap along
the magnetic field axis for a duration of 20ms. Along its path, the electron beam
ionises buffer-gas atoms, thus producing secondary electrons with various energies
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4.1 Electron bath

depending on their position of origin. While the positively charged argon ions im-
mediately exit the trap due to their charge sign, secondary electrons with energies
up to the typically used trapping depth of 23 eV remain trapped (U0 = 25 eV), which
can then interact with stored clusters to form multiply negatively charged particles.
The time interval between the end of the electron beam passing through the trap
and the ejection of the stored particles is referred to as the electron-bath duration.

Figure 4.2: Abundance spectra of negatively-charged aluminium clusters Al−z1250±8

without (top), after an electron-bath of 0.1 s (centre) and 1 s (bottom).
Figure adapted from [38].

The upper diagram in Figure 4.2 presents a reference abundance spectrum of size-
selected Al−1

1250±8 clusters. Since there is no interaction between the clusters and
electrons, higher charge states are not detected. As with every subplot, the spectrum
is normalised to the height of its most abundant peak.
For the middle part of Figure 4.2, the monoanionic clusters are subjected to a 0.1s
electron-bath. Due to electron attachment, the abundance of monoanions in this
spectrum is significantly reduced (down to approximately 2 %), while higher charge
states up to z = 6 are detected. The highest relative abundance is observed for
z = 4, with a value of 31 %.
Finally, the bottom diagram of Figure 4.2, displays a spectrum after exposing the
clusters to an electron-bath duration of 1 s. In this case, mono-, di-, and trianions
are no longer detected. While the peak of the z = 8 signal is the highest, its relative
abundance of 29 % is slightly lower than that of the charge state, z = 7, which has
a relative abundance of 33 %. Overall, the application of a specific electron-bath
duration can lead to a dominant formation of a specific range of charge states.
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4 Polyanions in Penning traps (Article 1)

4.2 Evolution of charge states

It has been observed in Fig. 4.2, that the distribution of charge states formed in
the electron bath depends on the duration of the electron bath. To examine this
relationship more closely, the interaction time between clusters and electrons was
systematically varied. Figure 4.3 illustrates the progression of polyanion abundances
as a function of electron-bath duration up to 10 s for exemplary cluster sizes between
700 and 1250 atoms. The abundance of each charge state at a specific electron-bath
duration is normalised relative to the sum of all signals in the corresponding mass
spectrum. Solid lines are implemented for an enhanced visibility of trends. They
represent moving averages over five data points.
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Figure 4.3: Ion abundance of (poly)anionic clusters as a function of the electron-bath
duration of the cluster sizes n = 700±5 (top), 975±6 (centre), and 1250±
8 (bottom). For clarity, moving averages of five data points are added as
solid lines. The bottom figure is taken from [38].

In general, longer interaction times between electrons and cluster ions lead to the
formation of higher negative charge states until a cluster-size dependent maximum
is reached. Concurrently, the abundance of lower charge states decreases due to
ongoing conversions. As the increase of each abundance curve corresponds to the
decrease of the preceding charge state, a sequential electron attachment process is
indicated.

As previously observed [67, 68], the electron attachment dynamics extend over
several seconds and surpass the measured range of electron-baths durations for
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4.2 Evolution of charge states

n = 700± 5 and 975± 6. However, for the cluster size 1250± 8, the production of
octaanions stagnate for durations that exceed 4 s, as observed by the saturation of
both, the octaanion signal, and the heptaanion signal as respective charge state.
Possible reasons for this behaviour are loss of trapped particles, ions or electrons,
electron energies that are insufficient for electron attachment, or a combination of
multiple factors. However, a decrease in the absolute numbers of detected ions at
extended electron-bath durations has not been observed, which also justifies its rep-
resentation as a relative abundance in Fig. 4.3. Besides, a loss of electrons from
the electron bath to the point of the stagnation of polyanion formation after an
interaction time of 4 s is unlikely, as electron attachment is observed for up to 10 s
under identical electron-bath conditions to other cluster sizes (Fig. 4.3 top and
middle subplot). Furthermore, it is known that electron energies decrease over time
while stored in the Penning trap [68, 69], which would halt the electron attachment
process, as soon as the electrons cannot overcome the Coulomb barrier heights of
the clusters anymore (Sec. 2). These limits are given by 3.7 eV, 4.0 eV and 4.3 eV to
form Al−6

700, Al
−7
975 and Al−8

1250, respectively (Sec. 2). As the production of the octaan-
ionic system requires the highest electron energy, it would be the first attachment
process to stop.

Figure 4.4: Ion abundances of hepta- and octa-anionic clusters of n = 1250± 8 with
(green and black marker) or without (red and blue marker) the applica-
tion of a 2nd electron bath after a previous electron-cluster interaction
time of 4 s.

To test if the production of octaanions can be restarted, a second electron bath was
initiated for Al1250 after a first electron-cluster interaction time of 4 s (Fig. 4.4, black
and green marker). In contrast to the scenario with only one electron bath (blue and
red marker), the relative abundance of octaanions can indeed be further increased
from 70 % to 90 %, whereas the abundance of hepta-anionic clusters decreased by
the same extent. While it cannot be determined whether the higher number of
electrons or their higher energy lead to this effect, the stagnation of the octaanion
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4 Polyanions in Penning traps (Article 1)

production can be traced to the properties of the electron-bath. Additionally it
should be noted, that even after the application of a second electron bath, no higher
charge state is produced, as the appearance of aluminium clusters with nine excess
electrons requires a cluster size beyond n = 1250 (Sect. 4.3).

Another observation from the analysis of Fig. 4.3 is an accelerated dynamic of
electron-attachment processes with increasing cluster size. This is particularly ev-
ident at the very beginning of the electron-bath duration. Here, the initial ion-
abundance distribution is determined by the 20ms long electron pulse prior to the
interaction time, during which attachments already occur. The relative dianion
abundance at n = 700 ± 5 at the start of the electron-bath period is approximately
18%, but this ratio almost doubles to 35% for n = 1250 ± 8. Albeit harder to
observe due to the logarithmic scale, this effect also causes a shift of the moving av-
erages of a certain charge state to shorter electron-bath durations when investigating
bigger clusters. For example, the abundance maxima for tetraanions are reached at
250ms, 200ms, and 125ms for n = 700 ± 5, 975±6, and 1250±8 respectively.

This change in the attachment dynamic is presumably caused by the interplay of sev-
eral factors. Firstly, as the cluster size increases, the potential height of the Coulomb
barrier that the electron must overcome for the attachment decreases. Consequently,
as the electrons of the electron bath have an energy distribution up to the trapping
depth of the Penning trap (Sect. 4.1), a larger proportion of electrons within the
electron bath becomes available for the attachment process. Simultaneously, as the
number of atoms in the cluster increases, so does the number of degrees of freedom
in which the cluster can distribute the energy of the attaching electron, thereby in-
creasing the probability of polyanion formation. Lastly, with increasing cluster size,
the minimum energy of the attached electron (E = −EA) decreases, reducing the
tunneling probability of the excess electron and, as a result, increasing the clusters
stability.
Based on the enhanced attachment-rates, the highest attainable charge state in Fig.
4.3 is approximately as abundant as its precursor after an interaction time of 1 s
in all shown cases. This electron-bath duration is used for further investigations of
polyanionic appearance sizes.

4.3 Lifetime-dependent appearance sizes

The first production of polyanionic metal clusters in a Penning trap was pioneered
by A. Herlert and coauthors at the ClusterTrap setup using the element gold [70].
Thereafter, various elements and charge states have been examined [19, 28, 43,
71, 72]. Of particular relevance to this thesis is the investigation of polyanionic alu-
minium clusters, which started with the first observation of dianionic systems Al−2

34−80

produced in a 5-T Penning-trap setup [67]. These studies have been extended up
to the fifth charge state in the following years [35, 36, 44]. However, due to the
mass-to-charge limit of the 5-T Penning trap, the production of pentaanionic alu-
minium clusters were only possible in a two-step electron bath with an intermediate
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4.3 Lifetime-dependent appearance sizes

increase of the trapping voltage [44]. Since then, the Penning trap at ClusterTrap
has been upgraded to 12-T setup with a new trap-electrode design [42], shifting the
mass-to-charge limit by a factor of ∼ 20. With this improved trap configuration,
the emergence of higher negative charge states has been investigated in this thesis,
building upon the previously studied pentaanionic aluminium clusters.
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Figure 4.5: Relative abundances of polyanions of different charge states z as a func-
tion of cluster size after an interaction time of 1 s. Solid lines to guide
the eye are moving averages over five data points. In the decreasing part
of the curves data are shown for relative abundances above 1 %. Fig.
taken from [38].

Figure 4.5 provides an overview of the polyanion abundance across the range of
cluster sizes from 325 to 1950, as discussed in detail in [38]. The polyanion abun-
dances of the observed charge states are normalised to the total number of detected
ions. The trend in abundance of each charge state is represented by moving averages
calculated over five data points (solid lines). For the smallest cluster size examined,
n=325±4, only di-, tri-, and tetraanions were observed, with relative abundances of
9 %, 34 %, and 56 % respectively. Higher charge states appear one by one as soon
as respective cluster-size limits, referred to as minimum cluster sizes (nmin), are
reached. Beyond this value, the abundance of the polyanionic charge state increases
with cluster size, as will be further discussed below. This trend is only reversed,
when the next higher charge state is formed. For the largest cluster size investigated,
n = 1950 ± 16, charge states z = 5 − 10 are detected, with relative abundances of
2 %, 7 %, 18 %, 29 %, 27 %, and 13 %, respectively.
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Figure 4.6: Log-scale representation of rel. abundances of charge states z = 2 −
10 as a function of the cluster size (black symbols), normalised to the
saturation levels obtained from fits to the data (blue curves). Abundance
data for z = 2 − 4 measured previously with a 5 -T Penning-trap setup
are reevaluated here. The dashed horizontal lines connect clusters of
different size and charge state, but equal lifetime. Fig. adapted from
[38].

For Fig. 4.6, the ascending regions of the curves in Fig. 4.5 are investigated using
the temperature-dependent tunnel model as described in Sec. 2. This model is
fitted to the polyanion abundance data (Fig. 4.6, blue curves) and thus assigns a
lifetime to each relative abundance with respect to the saturation level. It becomes
evident, that the increase of their abundance is strongly coupled to an enhanced
polyanion meta-stability with respect to electron emission, ranging from approxi-
mately 10ms to 30ms for nmin and above 10 s in the saturation region. However,
deca-anionic clusters are excluded from further analysis as their abundance did not
reached saturation within the size range under investigation. In addition, previously
at the ClusterTrap setup examined appearances of di- to tetra-anionic aluminium
clusters are reevaluated [35, 36, 44, 67], resulting in a unique dataset of polyanion
abundances in the appearance region spanning eight consecutive charge states.

Each horizontal line in Fig. 4.6 indicate clusters of different sizes and charge states,
but sharing the same lifetime. These values have been used in Figure 4.7 (left), which
displays the appearance sizes for di- to nonaanionic charge states of aluminium clus-
ters for lifetimes of 0.1 s, 1 s and 10 s in blue, red and orange, respectively. In
accordance with Chapter 2, the lifetime-dependent appearance sizes exhibit a sys-
tematic trend as function of their charge state. Additionally, it can be observed
that for higher charge states, a larger cluster size range is required to cover the
same lifetime interval. This behaviour is also evident in Figure 4.6, where the slope
of the abundance curves become less steep as the charge state increases. This is
reasonable since, in general, the addition of one atom to the cluster has a greater
impact on cluster properties at smaller cluster sizes than in larger systems. Figure
4.7 (right) shows calculated appearance sizes of aluminium clusters with various
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4.3 Lifetime-dependent appearance sizes

Figure 4.7: Left: Lifetime dependent appearance sizes napp,τ as a function of the
charge state z for τ = 0.1 s (blue), 1 s (red) and 10 s (orange), respec-
tively. Dashed lines are fits to the data as discussed in [38]. Plot taken
from [38]. Right: Calculated appearance sizes as function of z2 as estab-
lished in Chap. 2, Fig. 2.2. In red, experimental values for τ = 1 s are
included.

lifetimes (grey), as already presented in Figure 2.2. In red, the experimentally de-
termined appearance sizes for τ = 1 s have been added for comparison, revealing an
overall agreement between experimental data and the model from Chapter 2.

To test if the model can be applied to metal clusters of other elements, lifetime-
dependent appearance size calculations were examined using gold clusters, for which
an experimental dataset of five polyanionic appearance sizes is available for com-
parison (z = 2 − 6 [37, 43]). Considering only the very similar Wigner-Seitz radii
of both elements (RWS,Al = 0.158 nm and RWS,Au = 0.159 nm [51]), the model re-
sults for gold would hardly change. However, the difference in the work function
(WAl = 4.28 eV [54] and WAu = 5.38 eV [73]) significantly impacts the binding en-
ergy (Eq. 2.2) and thus both, the tunneling probability of the excess electron (Eq.
2.3) and the lifetime of the polyanionic cluster (Eq. 2.8).
Fig. 4.8 illustrates the comparison between calculated lifetime-dependent appear-
ance sizes (grey) and measured appearance sizes (red) of gold clusters. In the model,
a temperature of T = 485K and a spillout of δ = 0.267Å are used, as these values
have been estimated on average from fit routines applied to polyanion abundance
curves of gold cluster charge states z = 4 − 6 [37]. Similar to aluminium, curves
of theoretical appearance sizes as a function of the charge state are observable for
various lifetimes (grey lines). However, due to the increased work function of gold,
the appearance sizes are significantly smaller, e.g., napp,τ=1 s = 352 and 630 for
hexaanionic gold and aluminium clusters, respectively.
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4 Polyanions in Penning traps (Article 1)

Figure 4.8: Calculated appearance sizes of gold clusters (grey) as a function of z2

compared to experimental appearance sizes for τ = 1 s taken from [37]
(red).

Comparing experimental and calculated values for a lifetime of τ = 1 s demonstrates
a similar agreement for gold as it has been observed for aluminium clusters. Minor
discrepancies between calculated and experimental values for gold are mainly no-
ticeable at lower charge states and cluster sizes, where the experimental appearance
sizes are above the calculated values. On an even smaller scale, these deviations
can also be observed for aluminium and attributed to the assumptions used in the
model, as for example that of a spherical shaped system, which is hardly applicable
for small clusters. For large clusters within the investigated size range, the use of
the model allows for reliable predictions of appearance sizes for different materials
and charge states.
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5 Polyanions in radiofrequency ion
traps (Article 2-4)

Radiofrequency ion traps employ temporally oscillating potentials Φ(t) to confine
charged particles [45, 74, 75]. The radiofrequency ion trap utilised in Sect. 5-5.1
is an independent setup, not included in ClusterTrap. Its configuration with a
hyperbolic electrode design as depicted in Fig. 5.1 (left) can bind charged particles
in three dimensions to the trap’s centre by a quadrupolar trapping potential, applied
between the ring- and endcap electrodes:

Φ(x, y, z, t) =
U0 + V0 · cos(Ωt)

2(r2
0/2 + z2

0)
(x2 + y2 − 2z2) , (5.1)

whereby r0 = 7mm and z0 = 4.9mm are the minimum distances between the
trap’s centre and the ring or the endcap electrodes, respectively. In addition to
the harmonic alternating voltage of amplitude V0 and angular frequency Ω, a DC
voltage component of amplitude U0 can be utilised to further influence the storage
conditions. The equation of motion of a charged particle within a radiofrequency
ion trap is described by the Mathieu equation

d2η

dξ2
+ (aη − 2qη cos(2ξ))η = 0 with η = x, y, z , (5.2)

where ξ = 0.5 ·Ωt and the dimensionless storage parameters aη and qη are employed
for particles of mass m and charge Q = z · e [41]:

az = −2ax,y = − 8QU0

m(r2
0/2 + z2

0)Ω2
, qz = −2qx,y =

4QV0

m(r2
0/2 + z2

0)Ω2
. (5.3)

Describing a low-energetic ion in an ideal quadrupolar field, the combination of
parameters aη and qη is sufficient to define the stability of an ions trajectory [75].
The boundaries between stable and instable conditions can be approximated using a
power series expansion of the Mathieu’s differential equation (Eq. 5.2) as performed
by McLachlen [76]. For positive ions, this leads to a theoretical stability diagram
as depicted using red lines and axes in Fig. 5.1, right. For negative ions, the stable
region is equivalent, but inverted with respect to the aη = 0 axis.
Additionally, a measured stability diagram is included into Fig. 5.1 (right) using
greyscale values. For this measurement, argon ions Ar+ are repeatedly created
and stored using various combinations of amplitudes U0 and V0 (black axes) [77].
The number of ions detected for each combination of DC and AC amplitudes are
normalised to the maximal detected ion number of all storage parameters.
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Figure 5.1: Left: Schematic of a radiofrequency ion trap with hyperbolic electrode
design, consisting of a ring and two endcap electrodes. Right: Measured
stability diagram of argon ions in a harmonically driven ion trap with
Ω = 2π · 450 kHz plotted as a function of guiding field voltages (black
axes) and stability parameters (red axes). Red lines represent the theo-
retical borders of stability [76]. Two instability lines are marked. Both
pictures taken from [77].

While theoretical predictions and measured values are in good agreement, white lines
of reduced storage efficiency are observable throughout the diagram. These insta-
bility lines are caused by deviations of the trap potential from the ideal quadrupolar
form and connected to the motional frequencies of trapped ions [41, 78]:

ωk,η = 2πνk,η = (2k ± βη)
Ω

2
with k = 0,±1,±2, . . . , (5.4)

where βη are functions of aη and qη only [79, 80]. The ion motions in x, y and
z can be excited independently [81]. Nevertheless, due to the symmetry in the x-
and y-planes, the radial motional frequencies have the same values and are sum-
marised to ωk,r. The measured instability lines occur, when the sum of integer
multiples of the motional angular frequencies equals the angular driving field fre-
quency, brωr + bzωz = Ω. In these cases ions can resonantly gain energy from the
guiding field, increasing the amplitude of their trajectory up to ion loss [82, 83].
Two dominant lines are identified and labelled in Fig. 5.1 (right) as 2ωr + 2ωz = Ω
and 4ωr = Ω.

When considering the radiofrequency ion trap for polyanion production, it must
also be noted that in real experimental conditions, both a lower and an upper mass-
to-charge limit exist for all storage parameters [41]. Thus, while particles with
mass-to-charge ratios as low as electrons and as high as singly charged metal clus-
ters with thousands of atoms can be individually stored in radiofrequency ion traps
[38, 84], it is not possible to simultaneously store both species. This prevents the
application of the electron-bath technique, as used in the Penning trap for gener-
ating polyanionic clusters. Instead, for a controlled polyanion production process,
the guiding field of a radiofrequency ion trap must be modified in such a way that
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one interaction partner can pass through the trap unhindered at specific, 0V time-
intervals in each cycle of the guiding field while the other remains stored within it
[85, 86].

5.1 2- and 3-state digital ion trap

In order to allow for the implementation of extended time-intervals with a constant
potential in each cycle of the guiding field, the harmonic AC voltages for ion storage
are, in a first step, replaced by square wave voltages [87–90], as depicted in Fig. 5.2,
left. The square wave, or digital, guiding field voltages are realised using voltage-
switches replacing the resonance circuits, conventionally used for the generation
of the harmonic AC-guiding voltages. In a beneficial manner, the use of voltage
switches also allows an effortless change of the guiding-field frequency and thus,
a change of the mass-to-charge range that can be stored. Since a modification of
the guiding field always entails a change in the storage conditions, it is crucial to
investigate these effects.

Figure 5.2: Left: Schematics of harmonic and digital guiding-field voltages. Right:
Magnitudes of Fourier Components Mc of the digital driving voltages,
normalised to VR (adapted from [77]).

As for harmonically driven radiofrequency ion traps, storage parameters can be
adjusted by the AC frequency Ω and voltage amplitude (now VR) as well as by a DC
voltage U0. Furthermore, this signal waveform also allows for the manipulation of
storage conditions through its duty cycle d = TH/TΩ, which represents the fraction
of time the high phase TH occupies within one period TΩ of the signal (Fig. 5.2,
bottom left).
Mathematically, the digital signal f(t) can be described as

f(t) =

{
+VR for gTΩ < t ≤ gTΩ + TH

−VR for gTΩ + TH < t ≤ (g + 1)TΩ ,
(5.5)

where g is an integer (g ∈ Z).
In order to compare the digital with a harmonic driving signal, a Fourier analysis is
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conducted [77], revealing all harmonic components of the digital signal [91]:

S(t) =
A0

2
+
∞∑

c=1

[Ac cos(cΩ t) +Bc sin(cΩ t)] with

Ac =
1

π

∫ 2π/Ω

0

f(t) · cos(cΩ t) Ω dt and

Bc =
1

π

∫ 2π/Ω

0

f(t) · sin(cΩ t) Ω dt .

(5.6)

Ac and Bc are the Fourier coefficients of order c ∈ N0, from which the magnitudes
Mc of the Fourier components can be derived. For the square-wave signal in Eq.
5.5, the following results are obtained:

M0 = A0/2 = (2d− 1) · VR and

Mc =
√
A2
c +B2

c = 4/cπ · |sin (cπd)| · VR for c > 0 .
(5.7)

The magnitudes Mc > 0 of the first four Fourier components with 0 ≤ c ≤ 3
are summarised in (Fig. 5.2, right). All magnitudes of Fourier components are a
function of the duty cycle. For d 6= 0.5 an AC-voltage dependent DC component
M0 is generated by the guiding field (green line). The shown trend of M0 continues
for values below d < 0.5. However, for a better visibility of the higher orders, the
diagram has been limited to positive Fourier-magnitude values.
A comparison of the first order Fourier magnitudes M1 of a harmonic and digital
driving signal with identical amplitudes V0 = VR for d = 0.5 reveals an increased
amplitude of the digital signal component by a factor of 4/π ≈ 1.27 (maximum of
red line). Additionally, a series of Fourier components with angular frequencies c ·Ω
and c > 1 are embedded in the digital guiding signal, also potentially affecting the
ion storage.

To investigate the influence of the modified guiding field, the stability diagram
of argon ions in a digitally operated trap with a duty cycle of d = 0.5 has been
measured (Fig. 5.3, left). Comparing it to the stability diagram measured using
harmonic radiofrequency voltages (Fig. 5.1, right), identical structures are observed.
These structures occur for digital AC voltage amplitudes, that are reduced by the
factor 4/π compared to the harmonic case, i.e. when the magnitudes of the 1st
order Fourier components of both guiding fields are equal. In fact, the measured
stability diagram can be transformed into the harmonically known limits of the
az − qz parameter-space (red lines in Fig. 5.3, left) by only replacing the harmonic
radiofrequency amplitude V0 with the first order Fourier magnitudeM1 of the digital
guiding voltages in the qz calculation, as an influence of the higher-order Fourier
components c > 1 is not visible.
For duty cycles d 6= 0.5 the additional DC component of the AC voltage signal,
given by M0, results in a rotation of the stability diagram in the U0 − VR region
with respect to the point of origin and needs to be considered in the az calculation
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5.1 2- and 3-state digital ion trap

Figure 5.3: Left: Measured stability diagram of argon ions in a digitally driven ion
trap with d = 0.5 and Ω = 2π · 450 kHz, plotted as a function of guiding
field voltages (black axes) and stability parameters (red axes). Red lines
represent the theoretical borders of stability [76]. Two instability lines
are marked. Right: Ion counts as a function of excitation frequency
for argon ions confined by harmonic (top) and digital d = 0.5 (bottom)
trapping fields (az, qz = 0.00, 0.81), respectively. Both pictures taken
from [77].

as described in [77]:

az,DIT = − 8Q (U0 +M0)

m(r2
0/2 + z2

0)Ω2
, qz,DIT =

4QM1

m(r2
0/2 + z2

0)Ω2
. (5.8)

To ensure that the higher-order Fourier components do not have a significant im-
pact on ion storage, the radial motional frequencies are measured [92] by radial
dipolar excitation in a harmonically and digitally operated radiofrequency ion trap.
For this comparison, the same setup is used, driven by guiding fields of 450 kHz,
without DC-component. The magnitude of the first order Fourier components are
matched by operating the digitally driven ion trap at VR = V0/(4/π) for a duty cycle
of d = 0.5 and thus, applying the same values (az,DIT; qz,DIT) = (0; 0.81). To enable
the radial dipolar excitation of the stored ions, a feature of the setup is utilised:
a segmentation of the ring-electrode, which is divided into four equal parts. This
allows the generation of radial dipolar and quadrupolar fields. For the employed
dipolar excitation, two adjacent segments received an identical AC excitation signal
of fixed frequency for 10ms during the storage time. The remaining two segments
receive the signal with a phase shift of 180 ◦. At the end of the storage time, the
remaining ions are ejected from the trap and detected. Subsequently, the measure-
ment is repeated for other excitation frequencies to obtain an excitation spectrum
(Fig. 5.3, right).
If the frequency of the excitation signal matches the motional frequency of the stored
ions in the radial direction, energy absorption and an increase of the amplitude of
the ion trajectory occurs leading to ion loss [77, 82, 83, 93]. In that case, a reduced
number of particles is detected. Both for harmonically and digitally operated ion
traps, two dips in the ion count rate at the 0th and 1st order motional frequencies
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ν0,r ≈ 67 kHz and ν1,r = Ω/2π − ν0,r ≈ 383 kHz are detected (compare Eq. 5.4).
Additionally, the relative reduction in the ion signal is comparable in both measure-
ments, further confirming the equality of the guiding field components relevant for
ion storage.

The use of digital driving signals as described in Eq. 5.5, however, was only the
first step in generating suitable AC-voltage pattern for polyanion production in ra-
diofrequency ion traps. In a second step, the guiding signal is further modified by
incorporating 0V time-intervals T0, allowing for controlled passage of an interaction
partner through the trap [94].

Figure 5.4: Left top: Schematics of 3-state digital guiding-voltages. Left bottom:
Magnitudes of Fourier Components Mc of the 3-state digital driving
voltages, normalised to VR. Right: Measured stability diagram of argon
ions, confined in a 3-state digital ion trap with d = 0.4 and Ω = 2π ·
450 kHz, plotted as a function of guiding field voltages (black axes) and
stability parameters (red axes). Red lines represent theoretical borders
of stability [76]. Two instability lines are marked. (All subplots adapted
from [95]).

While there are different options for the incorporation of the time-interval T0 [95]
into the digital waveform, only the implementation as shown in Fig. 5.4 (top left)
is considered here. The definition of the duty cycle d = TH/TΩ remains unchanged,
but is limited to values 0 ≤ d ≤ 0.5. An exemplary duty cycle of d = 0.4 now
signifies that 40 % of the guiding field period TΩ is occupied by +VR, followed by
an additional 40 % time interval with −VR. The remaining 20 % of the guiding
field period is labeled as T0 and held at VR = 0V. Due to the equal duration of
the ±VR segments, no additional DC component is generated by use of this 3-state
digital signal form. The magnitudes of the AC Fourier components with c ≥ 1 can
be calculated asMc = 4/cπ·sin2 (cπd)·VR and are displayed in Fig. 5.4 (bottom left).
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Using 3-state digital guiding-voltages with d = 0.4, the stability diagram of argon
ions has been measured once again (Fig. 5.4, right). Identical structures and insta-
bility lines as the ones measured with harmonic or two-state digital guiding voltages
are observed. Yet again, these structures occur at different AC voltage amplitudes
VR as the magnitude of the first order Fourier component of the guiding signal is
enlarged by a factor of 1.15 compared to the harmonic signal. Using this first-order
Fourier magnitude, the stability diagram can be mapped into the conventional limits
in the az − qz parameter-space (Fig. 5.4, right, red lines) by adjusting the radiofre-
quency voltage-amplitude in the qz parameter (Eq. 5.8).

5.2 First polyanion production in a radiofrequency ion trap

The modifications to the guiding field voltages have been adapted to a linear ra-
diofrequency ion trap, which has been specifically integrated into the ClusterTrap
setup for investigating interactions between electrons and clusters (Fig. 3.1, red-
marked components). In a linear radiofrequency ion-trap design ions are confined
radially by the AC and DC voltages as describes in Chap. 5, while their axial ion
motion is limited by additional DC potentials.

Figure 5.5: a) Schematic views of the linear radiofrequency trap used for polyanion
production. Pin (black) and plate electrodes (dark grey) are located
between the radiofrequency-rods (light grey). The longitudinal view ad-
ditionally shows the endcap electrodes and an electron aperture. Di-
mensions are given in mm. Adapted from [42]. b) Theoretical stability
diagram of a linear radiofrequency ion trap [76].

The linear radiofrequency ion trap consists of four rods of 16mm diameter that are
installed parallel to the axial trap axis (Fig. 5.5, a)). The trap size is determined
by the minimal distance from this central axis to the rod surfaces (r0 = 7mm).
Opposite rods form pairs, driven with identical radiofrequency signals, while neigh-
bouring rods receive signals with a 180° phase shift, creating a quadrupole potential
that enables radial ion confinement. Analogous to the trap-design with one ring and
two endcap electrodes described before (Chap. 5), the application of a DC voltage
difference between the guiding field electrodes (rod pairs) generates an a-parameter,
restricting the range of simultaneously storable mass-to-charge ratios. Additionally,
for axial confinement, endcap electrodes with DC voltages are utilised, limiting the
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5 Polyanions in radiofrequency ion traps (Article 2-4)

simultaneous storage to ions with a specific charge sign. To further manipulate the
ion cloud’s axial position within the trap, plate and pin electrodes are introduced
between the rods. DC voltages at these elements enable to control the axial posi-
tion of the ion cloud within the trap, e.g. for adjusting the target density prior to
interaction studies or as preparational step prior to the ion ejection.

The stability diagram (Fig. 5.5b) characterises the radial storage in the linear ra-
diofrequency ion trap and is symmetric with respect to the q-axis. The storage
parameters are given by:

a = ax,lin = −ay,lin = −8Q (U0 +M0)

mr2
0Ω2

and q = qx,lin = −qy,lin =
4QM1

mr2
0Ω2

, (5.9)

whereM0 andM1, as described in Chapter 5.1, correspond to the magnitudes of the
zeroth and first-order Fourier components of the two- or three-state digital guiding
signal, that is chosen for the radiofrequency ion trap operation.
As pin and plate electrodes are located between the rods, which are used to create
the radial storage potential, DC voltages applied to these additional elements are
known to alter the storage conditions [96, 97]. Due to the shielding effect of pin and
plate electrodes, ions can be stored at AC voltage amplitudes beyond the stability
limits (e.g., up to q ≈ 0.95 instead of q = 0.908 for a = 0). Therefore, stability
parameters are given as a lower estimate of the storage conditions in the following.

For the production of polyanionic clusters in a linear radiofrequency ion trap, elec-
trons are guided through the trap along the central axis, while clusters are stored.
This approach allows for the sequential attachment of multiple electrons to a cluster
and the accumulation of clusters with higher charge states for subsequent collective
ejection from the trap. Since the storage parameters scale linearly with the charge
state (Eq. 5.9), the maximum charge state that can be simultaneously stored with
its monoanionic precursors after electron attachment, depends on the a and q values
of the monoanionic particles. For example, a cluster with charge z = 1 stored at
(a; q) = (0; 0.25) can be trapped simultaneously with polyanions of charge states
z = 2 and 3 at (a; q) = (0; 0.5) and (a; q = 0; 0.75), respectively. However, si-
multaneous confinement with tetraanions (z = 4) is not possible, as their storage
parameters of (a; q) = (0; 1) are beyond the stability boundary.

As electron emitter, a pin-based halogen lamp with opened glass-cover is used. The
resistively heated, coiled tungsten-filament has a length of approximately 5mm. Its
electron energy distribution is determined by the voltage drop between the filament
ends, resulting in an energy spread of about 6 eV for typical electron-filament pa-
rameters [98]. For reduction of the emission cone of the extended filament, a 1.5mm
aperture has been installed in front of the electron-filament sided endcap-electrode
of the linear radiofrequency ion trap (comp. Fig. 5.5a).
To guide the electron beam along the central trap-axis, the vacuum vessel of the
linear radiofrequency ion trap has been overlaid with the magnetic field from two
coils in a Helmholtz-like arrangement [98]. The connections and mountings of the
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5.2 First polyanion production in a radiofrequency ion trap

vacuum vessel prevent the coils from being aligned in an exact Helmholtz configu-
ration, causing the generated magnetic field to be non-uniform over the entire trap
length. Specifically, two magnetic-field maxima are close to the positions of the end-
cap electrodes, where the electrons enter and leave the trapping volume. In between,
the field strength decreases to about 80 % of the maximum [99]. An influence of an
magnetic field of up to 25mT on cluster storage has not been observed.
Tests without application of a radiofrequency guiding field (comparable to the 0V
phase of the 3-state digital voltage signal) show that the electron current transmit-
ted through the trap improves with increasing magnetic field strength, up to and
beyond the typically used 20mT, indicating a high divergence of the incoming elec-
tron beam.
Depending on the angle of the electron path with respect to the magnetic field axis,
the magnetic field inhomogeneity affects both the axial kinetic energy of the elec-
trons within the ion trap and their gyroradii around the magnetic field lines. Near
the endcap electrodes, in regions with magnetic field maxima, the electron beam
is compressed for efficient entry and exit. However, the magnetic field gradients
can also lead to electron reflection, preventing their passage. In contrast, reduced
magnetic field strength between the endcap electrodes enlarges the electron beam
radii, increasing the possibility of electron interaction with trap components and
potentially causing charging.
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Figure 5.6: Abundance spectra of gold clusters stored in a 2-state digital ion trap
with d = 0.5, Ω = 2π · 35 kHz and VR = 85V without (top) and with
electron interaction (bottom). Di- and tri-anions are produced after ex-
posing the gold monoanions to an 45 eV electron beam for 200ms which
is guided through the trap by a magnetic field of ≈ 20mT. An inden-
tation at n/z ≈ 414, caused by an instability during the accumulation
of monoanionic cluster in the first linear radiofrequency ion trap (com-
pare Fig. 3.1), is reproduced for the higher charge states (arrows). Fig.
adapted from [100].
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5 Polyanions in radiofrequency ion traps (Article 2-4)

Initially, the electron attachment has been tested in a 2-state digital ion trap with
a duty cycle of d = 0.5. To this end, monoanionic gold clusters of cluster sizes
ranging from 300 to 500 and an intensity maximum at n ∼ 370, have been stored
for 270ms at a driving field frequency of Ω = 2π · 35 kHz and a digital voltage am-
plitude of VR = 85V (Fig. 5.6, top). Their storage parameter can be estimated to
(a; q) ≈ (0; 0.18 − 0.30) (Eq. 5.9). During the storage period, the axial position of
the clusters is controlled using the plate-electrodes to accumulate them at the end of
the trap facing the electron filament. In a second measurement cycle, electrons with
45 eV are guided into the trap for 200ms after identical preparational steps, leading
to electron attachment to the stored clusters (Fig. 5.6, bottom). Both measurement
cycles have been repeated 120 times with an average detection rate of 90 clusters
per cycle.
Ion selection has not been employed for this measurement to achieve a maximum
target density. Instead, the initial distribution of monoanionic clusters has been
marked using an instability (Chap. 5) in the first linear radiofrequency ion trap
used for accumulating and bunching of clusters emitted from the source (Chap.
3). The resulting indentation for monoanions at n/z ≈ 414 also appears in the
distributions of di- and trianions at the expected positions of n/z ≈ 207 and 138,
respectively (arrow markers in Fig. 5.6).

In the measurement cycle without electron interaction, only monoanionic clusters
are detected. In contrast, in the measurement cycle with electron interaction, just
55 % of the clusters remain singly charged. Dianionic clusters make up 36 % of the
detected distribution, trianions constitute 9 %. Although tetra-, penta-, and hex-
aanions are expected in this size range [37], gold clusters with five or more excess
electrons in this size range have charge-to-mass ratios beyond the stability limit
(q > 0.9, Eq. 5.9). For tetraanions larger than approximately n ∼ 400, the calcu-
lated storage conditions would be suitable, but their absence in the detection could
be attributed to insufficient interaction time between the reactants as well as elec-
tron energies and trajectories that are not suitable for the attachment process, or a
combination of these factors.
With respect to the electron energies, it should be emphasised that although the
formation of di- and trianions has been successful, the electron energies of 45 eV were
significantly above the required Coulomb barrier heights for generating polyanions of
these clusters given by approximately 0.7 eV and 1.6 eV for the production of Au−2

370

and Au−3
370, respectively (compare Chap. 2). In fact, the electron energy was suffi-

cient for the electrons to pass through the endcap electrodes with voltages of −25V.
Consequently, electrons could enter and exit the trap without adjustments of the
endcap voltages. However, even when the endcap-electrode voltages were reduced in
each radiofrequency cycle during the time of electron passage, lower electron ener-
gies did not result in polyanion production, as the electron energies and trajectories,
despite the additional magnetic field, were not suitable for their attachment to the
stored clusters.

One possible reason for the necessity of high electron energies could be the geometric
overlap between electrons and clusters in the vicinity of the radiofrequency voltages.
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5.2 First polyanion production in a radiofrequency ion trap

As demonstrated by M. Lubs through simulations using sinusoidal trapping voltages,
the storage signal, electron energy, and magnetic field influence the depth to which
electrons penetrate the trap volume [99]. The influence of the phase of the storage
voltages is especially pronounced. Except for brief time intervals around the zero
crossings of the radiofrequency voltages, electron penetration into the trap is limited
to a few centimeters. These relationships also apply to digital storage signals. It is
only through the accumulation of clusters near the electron-filament sided endcap
in conjunction with increased electron energy, and thus, penetration depth, that an
overlap between the interacting partners becomes possible. Therefore, the actual
interaction conditions, including the interaction time, are unknown. This can be
circumvented by using the 3-state digital ion trap.

Figure 5.7: Abundance spectra of gold clusters stored for 2.6 s in a 3-state digital ion
trap with d = 0.4, Ω = 2π ·65 kHz and VR = 70V without (top) and with
electron interaction (bottom). For b), electrons with the energy of 17 eV
pass the trap for 2 µs in 20000 consecutive radiofrequency cycles, leading
to a total electron-cluster interaction time of 40ms and the production
of dianionic gold clusters. A magnetic field of ≈ 20mT is applied to
guide the electrons. Figure taken from [98].

Finally, the electron attachment process has been tested in a 3-state digital ion trap
with implemented field-free time slots T0 (VR = 0V) in which the electrons pass the
trap volume. Figure 5.7 (top) displays a distribution of monoanionic gold clusters
with sizes ranging from 50 to 70. Clusters are stored in a digital 3-state trap with
a duty cycle of d = 0.4, a guiding field frequency of Ω = 2π · 65 kHz, and an am-
plitude of VR = 70V ((a; q) ≈ (0; 0.28 − 0.39)). With these settings, there exists
a time interval of approximately 3 µs within each guiding field period in which the
amplitudes of the AC guiding-voltages are zero.

In a second measurement cycle, an electron beam of∼ 17 eV has been guided through
the trap for 2 µs within these intervals of 20,000 consecutive guiding-field cycles. To
allow electrons to pass through the trapping volume, the endcap-electrode voltages
were reduced from −25,V to −7,V during the time of electron passage. Within the
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5 Polyanions in radiofrequency ion traps (Article 2-4)

cumulative interaction time of 40ms, gold dianions with a relative abundance of 9 %
have been produced (Figure 5.7, bottom).

This measurement confirms the principle of polyanion production in radiofrequency
ion traps, where significantly lower electron energies were required for attachment
due to the implemented field-free time slots within the guiding field voltage wave-
forms. However, two issues persist: the energy spread of the filament of multiple
electron volts prevents a detailed investigation of attachment conditions and there-
fore insight into the Coulomb barrier heights of polyanionic clusters, and the strong
divergence of the electron beam, leading to charge buildup and signal loss within
the 3-state operated digital trap during attachment studies. Both aspects can be
improved by replacing the filament with an indirectly heated one, which can exhibit
energy spreads well below 1 eV.

To further develop and utilise this technique, it has been successfully transferred
to the collaborating research group of Prof. Meiwes-Broer at the University of Ros-
tock. There, after further development steps, silver clusters were charged up to the
7th negative charge state in a linear radiofrequency ion trap which was followed by
photoelectron-spectroscopy studies on polyanionic metal clusters [21, 101, 102].
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6 Summary and outlook

This thesis presents a comprehensive study on the production of polyanionic clusters
within two distinct types of ion storage devices: the Penning and the radiofrequency
ion trap.

Through the application of the electron-bath technique in a 12-T Penning trap,
the accessible range of polyanionic charge states for aluminium clusters has been
expanded up to the 10th charge state. In particular, abundance curves for clusters
with 5 to 9 excess electrons have been measured and analysed with respect to their
lifetime-dependent appearance sizes. In conjunction with reevaluated charge states
(z = 2 - 4), these appearance size data reveal a nearly quadratic dependence on the
charge state for experimentally accessible lifetimes of approximately 0.1 s to 10 s,
enabling predictions of lifetime-dependent appearance sizes for even higher charge
states. The exponent of this dependency evolves with varying lifetimes, ranging
from n ∼ z1.6 at the limiting case of τ0 = 0 s to n ∼ z3 for infinite cluster lifetimes
when cluster temperature and spillout are not considered.
For clusters with lifetimes of approximately 10 seconds, attachment dynamics have
unveiled a sequential attachment behaviour of electrons to already negatively charged
clusters. These attachment dynamics exhibit size-dependent characteristics, sug-
gesting that larger clusters can incorporate electrons from the electron bath at an
accelerated rate compared to smaller clusters. The question of whether attachment
times and sequential behaviour differ for clusters with shorter lifetimes remains open
for future research.

With respect to the radiofrequency ion trap, a deeper understanding of digitally
operated ion traps has been achieved, which has become a trusted method for an
increased range of research fields. Rotational and compressing (or stretching) ef-
fects observed in stability diagram measurements within the U0 − VR plane can be
attributed to the zeroth and first-order Fourier components of the digital guiding
signal. This connection ensures the consistency of the well-established stability di-
agram within the a − q plane across all considered cases of 2- and 3-state digital
guiding signals, thereby enabling statements about storage conditions, motional fre-
quencies, and lines of instabilities.
Finally, the transition from a digital 2-state to a 3-state ion trap has facilitated
the controlled production of polyanionic metal clusters within a radiofrequency ion
trap. This breakthrough extends the realm of research possibilities for multiply neg-
atively charged gas-phase clusters and is also applicable to polycationic systems as
well as other research domains exploring interactions between charged partners with
varying mass-to-charge ratios in the gas phase.
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a b s t r a c t

The appearance sizes of polyanionic metal clusters are investigated with respect to their charge states. To
this end, free gas-phase aluminium clusters with up to 10 excess electrons have been produced by use of
the Penning-trap based electron-bath method. Cluster sizes, forming a meta-stable polyanionic cluster
with lifetimes of 0.1 s, 1 s or 10 s, show a systematic dependence on the charge state, which is described
by a model for electron-emission. The origin of the observed dependence is discussed.

© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The field of cluster physics provides a link between the char-
acteristics of atoms andmolecules on the one hand side and of bulk
material on the other. Increasing the number of atoms n in a cluster
changes its structure and electronic configuration [1e3]. Properties,
as for example fragmentation patterns may change with only one
atom added to the cluster [4e7] constituting well-defined cluster-
size thresholds. However, considering the appearance of free pol-
yanionic clusters, the definition of a size-limit is ambiguous, as the
stability of the polyanions with respect to electron emission has to
be considered.

In general, an electron is bound to a cluster if its binding energy
is below the vacuum level, which is here considered as a positive
value of the electron affinity EA [8,9]. This condition defines an
obvious minimum cluster-size limit for electron attachment.
However, it overestimates experimentally observed appearance
sizes [10,11] because it neglects the Coulomb barrier. This barrier
stabilises polyanionic systems with electron binding energies
above the vacuum level [12e14]. Following classical physics, the
Coulomb barrier stabilises an electron with binding levels up to its

potential maximum. However, this picture underestimates exper-
imental appearance sizes. A proper description is obtained by
quantum mechanics, i.e. when taking electron tunneling through
the finite-size barrier into account [15].

With respect to measurements, it is tempting to take the
smallest detectable polyanionic cluster as a size limit [12,16e18].
However, it is not always convenient as such a “minimum cluster
size” nmin depends strongly on experimental constraints and pre-
vents a proper comparison between different experimental studies.
Therefore, it is more appropriate to take into account the electron
tunneling, i.e. to describe the appearance of polyanionic clusters
with respect to their lifetime t. Such an approach leads to a cor-
responding “appearance size” napp,t, whose determination - how-
ever - depends on theoretical input. Yet, napp,t is expected to be less
sensitive to experimental conditions than the minimum cluster
size, nmin.

In the present work, the appearance sizes napp,t for anionic
charge states up to z ¼ 9 of aluminium clusters are determined,
taking into account the electron tunneling through the Coulomb
barrier. We briefly introduce the experimental setup, outline the
model for polyanion stability, and analyse the derived appearance
sizes with respect to meta-stability. Finally, the relation between
appearance size and charge state is discussed.

* Corresponding author.
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2. Experimental setup and procedure

The experiments were performed using the electron-bath
technique at the ClusterTrap setup [18e22]. The procedures have
been reported in detail, before [22].

In short: Monoanionic aluminium clusters are produced in a
laser-vaporisation source [23] and accumulated in a digitally
operated linear radio-frequency trap [24e26]. The clusters are then
transferred into a Penning trap with a cylindrical electrode design
and amagnetic field of 12 T. The source produces clusters of a broad
range of sizes. Their capture is partially selective due to their
different flight times from the radio-frequency trap to the Penning
trap. For further selection of the size of interest as well as for
centering them in the Penning trap, monoanionic clusters are
subjected to quadrupole-excitation assisted buffer-gas cooling [27].

For the conversion into polyanionic clusters, the electron-bath is
used [18,28], in which the clusters are stored simultaneously with
electrons in a trapping potential of 23 eV. To produce the “electron-
bath”, a 60-eV electron beam is guided through the trap for 20 ms
along the magnetic-field axis, ionising argon buffer-gas atoms
along its path. While the positively charged argon ions leave the
trap immediately, secondary electrons of sufficiently low energy
remain stored. In the following interaction time of typically 1 s,
polyanions are formed by sequential electron attachment to the
monoanionic precursors (Appendix A). After the electron-bath, all
clusters are ejected axially from the trap towards a micro-channel
plate detector with conversion dynode for time-of-flight analysis.
Finally, the abundances of all detected ion species are determined
from the time-of-flight spectra. Typically, this experimental cycle is
repeated 25 times, to improve ion-count statistics. To compensate
for fluctuations in the monoanion signal during the measurements,
between each repetition of the experimental cycle, an identical
cycle but without application of the electron-beam pulse is
implemented.

Fig. 1a shows such a reference abundance spectrum of size-

selected Al�1
1250±8 clusters. Due to the resolving power of the time-

of-flight detection (RToF ~ 100), the ion signal covers a range of

cluster sizes with a FWHM of wn ¼ 16. As no cluster-electron
interaction takes place, higher charge states are not detected. In
each subplot, the spectrum is normalised to the height of its most-
abundant peak.

In Fig. 1b, the monoanionic clusters are exposed to an electron-
bath for 20 ms (i.e. the same duration as the electron-beam pulse).
In comparison to Fig. 1a, the relative share of the monoanion
signal is reduced to 27 % as the clusters are converted to di- (55 %),
tri- (16 %) and tetraanions (2 %).

For 100 ms electron-cluster interaction (Fig. 1c), the distribution
shifts to charge states up to z ¼ 6 (4 %), while hardly any mono-
anions remain (� 2%). The highest abundance with respect to the
sum of all detected ions is observed for z ¼ 4 with 31 %. A compa-
rable proportion of 32 % for the next higher charge state z ¼ 5 is
reached for 200ms (Fig.1d), while charge states up to z¼ 8 are now
observed (<1%). At last, Fig. 1e shows a spectrum after an electron-
bath with a duration of 1 s. Here, mono-, di- and trianions are not
detected anymore, while the charge states z¼ 7 and 8 dominate the
spectrum with relative abundances of 33 % and 29 %, respectively.
Applying even longer interaction times increases the relative
abundance of z ¼ 8, but does not result in the production of higher
charge states (Appendix A). All measurements presented in the
following were taken at an electron-bath duration of 1 s.

3. Experimental results

Fig. 2 summarises the results of the present measurements. For
each of the 116 cluster sizes investigated within the range of 325 �
n � 1950, polyanions are produced as described in Section 2. The
polyanion abundances are normalised to the sum of all detected
ions and displayed as a function of the cluster size. Note, that data
points with zero-abundance are omitted from the plot. In the
exemplary case of the smallest investigated cluster size n¼ 325 ± 4,
only di-, tri-, and tetraanions were detected, with relative abun-
dances of 9 %, 34 % and 56 %, respectively. Clusters with z� 5 are not
observed. Fig. 2 shows the changes of the charge-state distribution
as a function of cluster size. To map these changes in detail, the
increment of the cluster size, for which the polyanion abundances
are measured, is adapted. For example, for n < 600 steps of Dn ¼ 3
were chosen because of the steep abundance rise of the penta- and
hexaanions. For n > 1650 steps of Dn ¼ 25 were sufficient to
monitor the abundance behaviour.

With increasing cluster size, higher and higher charge states are
observed (Fig. 2, coloured data points). The evolution of each charge
state is visualised by moving averages over 5 data points (solid
lines). The smallest cluster size, for which a charge state is exper-
imentally detected, is identified as the minimum cluster size, nmin
(Table 1, Fig. 2). For larger clusters, the relative ion abundance of the
polyanionic charge state increases until conversion into the next
higher charge state sets in. The cluster size with the maximum
abundance of the moving averages nmax (Table 1) marks the tran-
sition from an increasing abundance to a slowly decreasing one, as
the next higher charge state is produced by further electron
attachment. The uncertainties of nmin and nmax are discussed in
Appendix B. For the highest cluster size studied, n¼ 1950 ± 16, only
the charge states z ¼ 5 to 10 were detected, with the relative
abundances of 2 %, 7 %, 18 %, 29 %, 27 % and 13 %, respectively.

In Fig. 3 the threshold values nmin (blue symbols), and also nmax

(black symbols) from Table 1 are plotted over the charge state z. As
noted above, the threshold size increases with z. But it becomes
obvious that this behaviour is not simply linear, but of some higher
order. Indeed, for highly positively charged clusters, stability is
limited by fission processes which show a quadratic relationship
between critical particle size and charge [29,30]. The Coulomb
energy of the repelling charges destabilises a cluster, while the

Fig. 1. Abundance spectra of negatively-charged aluminium clusters Al�z
1250±8 without

(a) and after an electron-bath of 0.02 s (b), 0.1 s (c), 0.2 s (d) and 1 s (e).
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surface energy has a stabilising effect [31,32]. Fission occurs, if a
limit of charges per cluster size is exceeded and the system disin-
tegrates into two, lower charged fragments. In literature, a rough
approximation states for the critical size of metal clusters a relation
ncrit z 2 , z2 [4].

Negatively charged clusters, as observed in Fig. 2, however,
appear only far above this fission limit (Table 1). The difference is
caused by the competing decay channel of electron emission, which
does not exist for positively charged species. It destabilises poly-
anions already at cluster sizes far above the fission limit. Regarding
this electron emission, we have previously shown that the

increasing part of an abundance curve - as shown in Fig. 2 - is
basically determined by two aspects, being electron tunneling and
cluster temperature [33]. Hence, such a complex interplay should
also be reflected in the positions of nmin and nmax in Fig. 3. We will
get back to this presumption for the discussion in Section 5.2.

As for the moment, we take a basic assumption and apply a fit
equation of the form n(z) ¼ a , (z � 1)b to the data in Fig. 3 (solid
lines). This fit ansatz follows a power function, as a more general-
ised approach with regard to the most common z-dependency, the
Coulomb's law. The shift term takes into account, that the stability
of a z-charged anionic cluster is considered as emission of an
electron from the potential of a (z � 1)-charged anion. The fitting
yields the equations nmin ¼ 28.10 , (z � 1)1.85, and nmax ¼ 56.34 ,
(z � 1)1.67. The obtained exponents b are to some extent in the vi-
cinity of a quadratic relation, which is not surprising as the
Coulomb energy is the driving, destabilising component in the
polyanion. The deviation from an exponent value of 2 does indicate,
however, that the counteracting, stabilising component is also
dependent on the charge state, although its origin is not obvious
from the mere values of b. However, based on previous work
[10,14,22,33,34] we assume that the Coulomb barrier potential and
the related electron-tunneling are responsible for this charge-
dependent stabilising component. Thus, meta-stability comes into
play, which suggests, that the parameters a and b in the fit functions
are related to mean lifetimes of the respectively sized cluster pol-
yanions. In order to follow this line of arguments, the corre-
sponding (meta-)stability model for polyanions [22] is shortly
reviewed and applied to the present data in Sections 4 and 5,
respectively.

4. Theoretical methods

Determination of the appearance sizes under the consideration
of polyanion lifetimes requires a theoretical input for data evalua-
tion. A recently developed approach [22] determines polyanion
abundances by two contributions: A cluster-size dependent decay
rate for electron emission by tunneling and a size-independent rate
for polyanion formation. This approach is fitted to the experimental
polyanion yields, thus relating relative abundances to mean life-
times of the polyanionic clusters and providing respective
appearance sizes napp,t. The approach is briefly outlined in the
following, for more details refer to Ref. [22].

For calculation of the emission rate with respect to electron
tunneling, the polyanionic cluster is assumed to be a metal sphere
of radius R ¼ RWS , n1/3 þ d with the Wigner-Seitz radius of
aluminium, RWS ¼ 0.158 nm [35], and some electronic spill-out d. A
z-fold negatively charged cluster is treated as an electron bound in

Fig. 2. Relative abundances of polyanions of different charge states as a function of cluster size. Solid lines to guide the eye are moving averages over 5 data points. In the decreasing
part of the curves data are shown only for relative abundances above 1 %.

Table 1
Minimum cluster size nmin and cluster size nmax, marking the maximum abundance
of the moving average for aluminium clusters of negative charge states z ¼ 5 to 10.
For z ¼ 10, a value for nmax could not be assigned in the size range under investi-
gation. Critical sizes with respect to cluster fission, ncrit, have been estimated for
comparison.

z 5 6 7 8 9 10

nmin 365(4) 550(4) 762(5) 1010(6) 1312(9) 1625(11)
nmax 581(12) 800(25) 1110(20) 1506(25) 1775(50) e

ncrit 50 72 98 128 162 200

Fig. 3. Minimum cluster size nmin (blue) and cluster size of maximum moving-average
abundance nmax (black) as a function of the charge state. Solid lines are fits to the data.
See text for details.
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the single-particle potential VC of a (z � 1)-charged cluster. This
Coulomb-barrier potential is obtained by superposition of the
Coulomb repulsion of a point charge and an image-charge contri-
bution [36]:

VCðrÞ ¼
e2

4pε0
,

0
@z� 1

r
� R3

2r2ðr2 � R2Þ

1
A : (1)

The emission of an electron with mass me from the cluster by
tunneling through this barrier is treated as a one-dimensional
process, i.e. the electron motion is considered to be perpendicular
to the cluster surface. Thus, the electron hits the potential barrier
with its energy E. The probability for the tunneling process is
calculated by theWentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation
[16].

PWKBðEÞ ¼ exp

2
4�

ðr2
r1

�
8me

Z2
ðVCðrÞ � EÞ1=2

�
dr

3
5 : (2)

The integration is carried out in the range from r1 to r2, i.e. the
distances at which VC(r) ¼ E. The binding energy of the electron is
given by the electron affinity [37],

EA ¼ W �
�
ðz� 1Þ þ 1

2

�
e2

4pε0R
; (3)

if the (z � 1)-charged cluster is in the ground state. Here, W is the
bulk work function (for aluminium W ¼ 4.28 eV [38]). However, as
the clusters in the ClusterTrap experiments are close to room
temperature due to thermalisation by buffer gas [22], a probability
for thermal excitation is introduced [39],

LðT; EÞ ¼ ln
�
1þ exp

�
� E þ EA

kT

��
: (4)

In combining both, the probabilities for tunneling (Eq. (2)) and
for thermal excitation (Eq. (4)) for each electron energy (E) between
0 eV (vacuum level) and the maximum of the Coulomb barrier
VC,max, a term for a temperature-dependent field emission (FE) is
obtained [22],

FEðTÞ ¼
ðVC;max

0
LðT ; EÞ,PWKBðEÞ,dE : (5)

In addition, an expression for a thermionic emission (TE) above
the Coulomb barrier is included in the model:

TEðTÞ ¼ kT,exp
�
� EAþ VC;max

kT

�
: (6)

However, TE is by more than six orders of magnitude smaller
than FE for cluster temperatures well below 1000 K, as discussed in
Ref. [22]. Both, field and thermionic emission are then combined to
an electron emission density

rem ¼ 4pme kT
h3

,ðTE þ FEÞ ; (7)

which leads to an electron-emission rate

kn ¼ 4pR2rem (8)

for a spherical cluster, that strongly depends on the cluster radius R
(see also Eqs. (1) and (3)), and thus on the cluster size n.

Assuming an exponential polyanion decay by electron-emission,
the respective emission rate describes a time-dependent polyanion

abundance. Our analysis will address only the maximum charge
state obtained for a given cluster size, because the less charged
species will be stable (EA� 0) or close to stability (EA( 0), i.e. their
electron emission is neglectable.

For the analysis of the experimental results, the formation rate
of the highest-charged species has to be taken into account. Due to
the complexity of simultaneous ion and electron storage and
sequential electron attachment, the actual electron-attachment
rates in the experiments are not known. From the duration of up
to a few seconds required for the formation of higher charge states
(Appendix A), we assume attachment rates on the same order of
magnitude. Furthermore, the attachment rates have a size-
dependency, too, as cross sections for the electron-cluster inter-
action have to be taken into account [22]. However, the attachment
rates are considered to be nearly proportional to the cross-sectional
area of the cluster, which is less sensitive to the cluster size than the
electron-emission rates, the latter of which change over orders of
magnitude in a range of only a few cluster sizes (Fig. 5). Therefore,
the electron-attachment rates k0 in the model are set to be size-
independent. Overall, the size- and time-dependent polyanion
abundance Aseq(n, t) of the highest observed charge state is
approximated by a two-step process, involving electron attachment
and subsequent electron emission [22]. Note, that a feedback
contribution of precursor ions (z � 1) - produced by electron
emission from the z-ions - to the attachment rate is neglected.
Similar to the Bateman-equation of nuclear physics [40,41], this
ansatz yields

Aseqðn; tÞ ¼ k0
kn � k0

,
�
e�t,k0 � e�t,kn

�
: (9)

The abundance is calculated for an electron-bath duration t ¼ 1
s, utilising the size-independent electron-attachment rate k0 and an
electron-emission rate, kn, of Eq. (8). Thus, we obtain a polyanion
abundance that is strongly related to the electron-emission rate
and allows the assignment of a respective polyanion lifetime,
tn ¼ 1/kn, to a given cluster size. In the fit procedure of Eq. (9) to the
experimental abundances, the electron-attachment rate k0, the
temperature T and the spill-out d are used as free fit parameters.

5. Discussion

5.1. Appearance sizes of polyanionic clusters

The application of the field-emission approach (Section 4) to the
present data sets (Section 3) requires the specification of a cluster-
size range for the fit routine. To investigate the appearance of a
charge state, the lower cluster-size limit for the fit routine is given
by theminimum cluster size nmin (Table 1). In the exemplary case of
z ¼ 8, this is nmin ¼ 1010. As the approach comprises the final
electron attachment step to reach a charge state z, as well as the
possibility of an electron-emission event, but does not include a
‘decay’ of the charge state by another electron attachment, an
obvious choice for the upper cluster-size limit is given by the
minimum cluster size of the next higher charge state, e.g.
nmin ¼ 1312 for z ¼ 9 (Table 1). However, such a limit would cut the
abundance curve of z ¼ 8, even though the influence of the next
higher charge state to the abundance of z ¼ 8 might be marginal
(Fig. 4). Another option for the upper cluster-size limit in the fit
routine is the cluster size with the maximum abundance of the
moving averages, e.g. nmax ¼ 1506 for z ¼ 8 (Fig. 2 and Table 1). But
in this case, a significant nonaanion abundance of 18% affects the
abundance curve of interest (Fig. 4). Thus, the cluster size nmax(z) is
not appropriate for the further evaluation. Instead, the upper
cluster-size limit used for the fit routine has been chosen to be the
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cluster size, at which the abundance of the next higher charge state
reaches 4%. At this abundance level, the influence of the next higher
charge state is considered to be still neglectable. Thus, in case of
octaanionic clusters, the relative abundances of 1010� n� 1450 are
used for the application of the fit routine (Fig. 4).

The progression of the relative abundances is fitted using the
field-emission approach (blue curve) with the resulting fit param-
eters temperature T ¼ 558(22) K, spill-out d ¼ 0:98ð9Þ Å and
electron-attachment rate k0 ¼ 0.44(2) s�1. The electron-attachment
rate influences the saturation level of the fit curve, while the po-
sition and the slope of its increase are largely determined by both,
temperature and spill-out. For example, a temperature of 0 K cor-
responds to a rather steep abundance increase of a polyanionic
charge state. With increasing temperature, the slope of the abun-
dance curve decreases, and the position of the rising slope is shifted
to higher cluster-size values. This shift, however, is compensated by
the spill-out parameter, i.e. by increasing the effective cluster

radius. Therefore, the temperature and the spill-out parameters are
strongly correlated. In Fig. 4, the curve assigns a mean lifetime t to
each relative abundance with respect to the fit saturation level.
Note, that in the model approach the abundance of the saturation
level corresponds to an infinite lifetime, i.e. stable polyanions. For

example, Al�8
1250 has a mean lifetime of t ¼ 2.9 s and, therefore, ions

of this species created during the 1 s electron-bath are more likely
to remain stable until their detection than the minimum cluster

size Al�8
1010, with t ¼ 7 ms. All cluster sizes used for the fit routine

are meta-stable, and thus can emit a surplus electron during the
measurement cycle. The resulting heptaanion remains trapped and
contributes to the signal of the precursor ions (z � 1). Thus, such an
emission is properly accounted for in the resulting relative poly-
anion abundance. In grey, data points of octaanions with n > 1450
are shown, which are excluded from the fit due to more and more
competing abundance of nonaanions (Fig. 4, brown symbols).

In previous publications [11,22,33], the focus has been on the
appearance sizes for t ¼ 1 s, as it relates to the electron-bath
duration of the experiment, t ¼ 1 s. The cluster size with this life-
time (napp,1s ¼ 1203(20), for z ¼ 8) is identified by its relative
abundance of (1�1/e)z 63 %with respect to the saturation level of
the fit (Eq. (9), [22]). For the subsequent evaluation, other appear-
ance sizes napp,0.1s¼ 1108(17) and napp,10s¼ 1309(26) for lifetimes of
0.1 s and 10 s are derived, respectively. These correspond to
abundance levels of 8 % and 95 % with respect to the fit saturation
level, respectively (Fig. 4, horizontal lines).

In Fig. 5, the application of the field-emission approach (blue
curves) to the measured data (black symbols) is shown for the
charge states 5 � z � 10. For each z, the cluster-size range used for
the fit is limited by nmin(z) and by the cluster size, at which the next
higher charge state reaches the 4 %-abundance, as described above.
A variation of this abundance-limit to e.g. 2 % causes shifts of the
appearance sizes of less than 1 %, which is covered by the un-
certainties given for napp,t in Table 2.

The semi-logarithmic representation in Fig. 5 highlights data
points of low abundance, i.e. those lying close to the minimum
cluster sizes, nmin. In the present experiments, the lowest measured
abundances correspond to lifetimes on the order of 10 ms. Note,
that in Fig. 5 the measured cluster-ion abundance of each charge
state is normalised to its respective saturation level of the fit. Thus,
equal relative abundances correspond to equal lifetimes for all data
sets, as illustrated by horizontal lines. As the lifetime of 1 s co-
incides with the electron-bath duration of the experiment, the
corresponding horizontal line is highlighted in black. A point of
intersection between a horizontal line and an abundance curve
marks the cluster size, whose polyanion can be assigned to the
respectively indicated lifetime t.

As the data set for z ¼ 10 does not reach a saturation level
(compare Fig. 2), the respective fit curve is compromised.

Fig. 4. Extraction from Fig. 2. Abundances of octaanionic clusters as a function of
cluster size (black symbols) fitted by the field-emission approach (blue curve,
T ¼ 558(22) K, d ¼ 0:98ð9Þ Å, k0 ¼ 0.44(2) s�1). Grey symbols picture data points of
Al�8

n that have been excluded from the fit due to the uprising abundance of the next
higher charge state, Al�9

n (brown symbols).

Fig. 5. Log-scale representation of relative abundances of charge states z ¼ 5 to 10 as a
function of the cluster size (black symbols), normalised to the saturation levels ob-
tained from fits to the data (Eq. (9), blue curves). A horizontal line connects clusters of
different size and charge state, but equal lifetime. The lifetime of 1 s (black line), co-
incides with the duration of the electron-bath. See text for further details.

Table 2
Fit parameters temperature T, spill-out d, and electron-attachment rate k0, as well as
appearance sizes napp,t (for t ¼ 0.1 s, 1 s and 10 s) of aluminium clusters of negative
charge states z ¼ 2 to 10. Values for z ¼ 2, 3, 4 are re-evaluated from previous data
[33]. Values written in italics are not reliable, see text for details.

z T[K]
d½A

̊
� k0[s�1] napp, 0.1 s napp, 1 s napp, 10 s

2 561(5) 0.62(2) 0.98(11) 28(1) 30(1) 32(1)
3 541(6) 0.35(3) 0.56(2) 107(2) 117(2) 129(2)
4 553(25) 0.46(9) 0.48(5) 227(6) 248(7) 273(9)

5 758(8) 1.95(6) 0.77(2) 373(6) 443(8) 535(11)
6 656(9) 1.41(7) 0.54(2) 560(8) 632(9) 716(11)
7 687(19) 1.73(16) 0.47(2) 802(22) 912(28) 1043(35)
8 558(22) 0.98(9) 0.44(2) 1108(17) 1203(20) 1309(26)
9 485(6) 0.84(3) 0.46(2) 1434(6) 1532(6) 1637(7)
10 560(11) 1.34(2) 0.17(2) 1743(17) 1891(22) 2057(28)
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Therefore, the appearance sizes of this charge state are calculated,
but not included in the further evaluation.

All evaluated appearance sizes napp,t are summarised in Table 2
including the respective fit parameters. The uncertainties are dis-
cussed in Appendix B. Additionally, the present data analysis has
been applied to data sets of di-, tri-, and tetraanionic aluminium
clusters from previous work ([33], Appendix C), yielding re-
evaluated appearance sizes that are included in Table 2. The cor-
responding measurements had been taken using the same exper-
imental procedure, but were performed in a Penning trap with
hyperbolically shaped electrodes and with a magnetic field of 5 T
[33].

A closer inspection of the fit parameters reveals some variation
depending on the charge state (Table 2). In the case of the attach-
ment rates k0, all values correspond to the duration of up to a few
seconds required for conversion into higher charge states
(Appendix A). While most rates are comparable to each other, the
values for di- and pentaanionic clusters exceed the others. Differ-
ences in the attachment rate could be linked to variations of the
electron-cluster interactions. Although we have taken great care to
keep the experimental conditions constant for all charge states, the
increased attachment-rate values indicate an increased number of
stored electrons or a larger overlap between the reactants.

As mentioned in the discussion of Fig. 4, both fit parameters,
spill out d and temperature T, show some correlation. Therefore, we
focus here on the temperature, only. The temperature values are
rather a measure of internal cluster excitation than actual cluster
temperatures as the model includes energy and temperature con-
cepts valid for bulk matter [22]. A more realistic approach would
have to consider the finite-size character of the free clusters. While
the temperatures derived from measurements with the 5-T
Penning trap tend to be lower than the values based on measure-
ments with the 12-T setup, all fit temperatures are in the same
order of magnitude. Furthermore, all values are above room tem-
perature, which is expected due to the energy dissipation caused by
the electron-attachment process.

Please note, that while setting a fixed temperature of e.g. 600 K
for all charge states results in a change of the other fit parameters,
the resulting appearance sizes regarding t¼ 1 s, napp,t, for z¼ 2 to 8
agree within their uncertainties with those in Table 2. For z¼ 9, the
appearance size shifts by 2 %, which is not fully covered by the
uncertainty values. Overall, despite the variations in the fit pa-
rameters, all appearance-size values in Table 2 are treated as one
common data set in the further discussion.

5.2. Dependencies between appearance sizes and charge states

For the first time, a comprehensive data set of appearance sizes
napp,t of free metal gas-phase clusters is available over the charge-
state range from z ¼ 2 to 9. This allows us to study the dependence
of appearance sizes on the charge state. The progression of the
appearance sizes with the increasing charge is not intuitively
transparent, because the charge state z is involved in the funda-
mentals of the model with two different dependencies, being the
Coulomb barrier (Eq. (1)) and the electron affinity (Eq. (3)).

In Section 3 we fitted a power law to the minimum cluster size
nmin and to the abundance maxima nmax (Fig. 3). Based on the
model from Section 4 we learn that the sizes nmin are related to a
lower mean lifetime than the sizes nmax, being approximately on
the orders of 10 ms, and 100 s, respectively (Table 3). To analyse the
effect of the polyanion lifetime on the relation between critical

cluster sizes and charge state in more detail, the appearance sizes
napp,t for z¼ 2 to 9 (Table 2) have been fittedwith n(z)¼ a , (z� 1)b,
as described in Section 3. The resulting fit curves, shown in Fig. 6,
reproduce the data points fairly well, except for some discrepancy
for z¼ 5 and 7. However, these deviations are most probably due to
experimental conditions, as themeasurements for z¼ 5 and 7 show
also some outlier values for the spill-out value d and the cluster
temperature T in Table 2.

Looking jointly at the fit parameters from Figs. 3 and 6, pre-
sented in Table 3, we note some general increase of the prefactor a,
while the exponent of the power law remains at a mean value of
bz 1.86, if the value for nmax is excluded. Note that the fits for nmin
and nmax have to be considered less reliable than the napp,t results
since the values nmin and nmax are basically singular data points
being directly read from the abundance curves in Fig. 2. In partic-
ular nmin depends on the detection sensitivity of the experiment
due to the small ion abundances involved. And the position of nmax
in Fig. 2 is clearly affected by the appearance of the next higher
charge state, i.e. representing two consecutive charge states, rather
than a single one, which causes the larger uncertainties of the fit-
parameters a and b for nmax (Table 3). In contrast, a napp,t value is
an evaluation result of the complete increasing part of an abun-
dance curve, and not only given by a single data point in Fig. 2.

Getting back to the fit parameters in Table 3, the exponent b
appears to be constant, irrespective of the lifetime t considered for

Table 3
Parameters a and b of the fit function n¼ a , (z� 1)b applied to theminimum cluster
size of a polyanionic charge state nmin, appearance sizes napp,t with t ¼ 0.1 s, 1 s, and
10 s, as well as cluster size nmax, in Figs. 3 and 6.

a b

nmin(t ~ 0.01 s) 28.10 ± 1.99 1.85 ± 0.04
napp(t ¼ 0.1 s) 27.62 ± 2.33 1.90 ± 0.04
napp(t ¼ 1 s) 31.88 ± 1.93 1.86 ± 0.03
napp(t ¼ 10 s) 35.96 ± 5.07 1.84 ± 0.07
nmax(t ~ 100 s) 56.34 ± 20.44 1.67 ± 0.20

Fig. 6. Lifetime dependent appearance sizes napp,t as a function of the charge state z for
t ¼ 0.1 s (blue), 1 s (red) and 10 s (orange), respectively. Dashed lines are fits to the
data, see text and Table 3 for details.
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a certain appearance size, at least within the experimentally
accessible time domain. On the other hand, the prefactor a clearly
reflects the shift of the napp,t values in relation to the chosen life-
time t. That means, the meta-stability aspect of the polyanions
appears to be rather encoded in the prefactor, than in the exponent
of the relation between appearance size and charge state.

To continue this line of investigation it is obvious to extend the
range of appearance sizes with respect to the lifetime. However,
from an experimental point of view, no data are available for sizes
below the minimum cluster size, nmin. On the other hand, the
extraction of napp,t values for larger lifetimes becomes less reliable,
for three reasons. First, the relative abundances assigned to a given
lifetime lie closer and closer to each other with increasing t (hor-
izontal lines in Fig. 5). Then, the abundance curves become flatter as
they approach their saturation levels. And eventually, the appear-
ance of the next charge state may overlay a decreasing effect on the
abundance curve (Fig. 2). These effects prevent a proper assignment
of appearance size for large lifetimes (t >100 s).

Therefore, we continue this study on the ground of calculations,
including the limiting cases of t ¼ 0 and t / ∞. As these limiting
cases are clearly defined only for cold clusters, i.e. T ¼ 0 K, we will
restrict also our calculations of appearance sizes to this special case.
The mathematical approach described in Section 4 is not suitable
for this idealised case, as the electron-emission rate is kn ¼ 0 for T
/ 0 K (Eqs. (4)e(8)). Instead, for a given cluster size the lifetime is
calculated directly from the tunneling probability PWKB (Eq. (2))
[12,42]:

t0 ¼ 2r1
vðEÞ

1
PWKBðEÞ

: (10)

Here, an electron with energy E and velocity vðEÞ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2E=me

p
hits

the inner wall of the Coulomb barrier at distance r1, similar to the

treatment of alpha decays [43,44]. As any thermal excitation is
omitted, E is given by the absolute value of the electron affinity E¼ |
EA| (Eq. (3)). Note, that any spill-out has been neglected here as
well, because there is almost no data available regarding its role for
polyanions, especially when treating a wide range of cluster sizes
up to 2000 atoms.

Fig. 7 displays the calculated appearance sizes of polyanionic
aluminium clusters as a function of the charge state for a variety of
different lifetimes (grey symbols, dashed lines to guide the eye).
Note, that the abscissa has been scaled by z2 in order to facilitate the
upcoming discussion.

Before evaluating Fig. 7 with regard to the lifetime of polyanions,
we consider the two limiting cases (black symbols and lines). In
general, a meta-stable polyanion will emit its electron instanta-
neously (t ¼ 0), if the electron energy coincides with the top of the
Coulomb barrier, E ¼ VC,max (Fig. 7, inset), because the tunneling
probability becomes PWKB ¼ 1. For the 0 K-case this limit is also
expressed by the condition |EA| ¼ VC,max. Regarding the threshold
sizes, this limit occurs at small cluster polyanions (Fig. 7, lower
black line). Note, that in the experiments this limit cannot be
measured, because a finite lifetime t > 0 is required to detect the
polyanionic cluster.

The other limiting case in Fig. 7 is found at large clusters, in
particular at the size where the electron affinity changes its sign. In
general, if the electron energy E lies below the vacuum level (Fig. 7,
inset), no tunneling occurs and the polyanion is stable (t/∞). The
respective threshold is given by E ¼ 0, and the corresponding
cluster sizes are indicated by the upper black line in Fig. 7. As
outlined above, this limit of large lifetimes is in principle accessible
in experiments. However, an unambiguous assignment of the
respective threshold cluster size is impeded by other constraints.

Appearance sizes napp,t for 0 < t0 <∞ are exemplarily shown for
a number of selected lifetimes as indicated in Fig. 7 (grey symbols
and dashed lines). For all these cases, the electron energy is above
vacuum level in the range 0 < E < VC,max (Fig. 7, inset), with t0
decreasing for increasing E (Eq. (10)). For lifetimes around t0 ¼ 1 s
the sizes seem to follow a straight line in Fig. 7, i.e. indicating a
nearly quadratic relation, similar to the findings from Fig. 6. How-
ever, looking at the limiting case for t0 / ∞ (upper black line), the
respective relation is clearly of higher order. And indeed, assuming
no spill-out, from the special case of |EA| ¼ 0 in Eq. (3) immediately
follows the relation napp, t¼∞~ (z � 1/2)3. For the limiting case
t0 ¼ 0 (lower black line), the situation is not as obvious, however a
closer inspection of the respective sizes (black symbols) yields an
approximate relation of n ~ (z� 1)1.49, i.e. being less than quadratic.
These findings show, that our initial assumption from the evalua-
tion of Figs. 3 and 6, having a nearly constant exponent in the
power-law dependence, is not valid if expanding the lifetime under
consideration to its full range. At this point, it has to be noted that
the (z � 1)-shift in the fit equations in Figs. 3 and 6, as well as the
(z � 1/2)-shift for the limiting case of t / ∞ is not expected to
compromise the qualitative discussion of the power-law behaviour.
Instead, these shifts in the z-dependencies, and in general the array
of curves in Fig. 7 indicate, that the stability of polyanionic metal
clusters with respect to electron emission constitutes a complex
situation, which combines different aspects of polyanion stability in
a changing weighting, when going from one lifetime limit to the
other.

As the final aspect of this discussion, we focus on the experi-
mentally relevant time range of 10 ms to 10 s (as indicated in Fig. 5)
for the determination of appearance sizes. Added to Fig. 7 and

Fig. 7. Appearance sizes of aluminium clusters (grey symbols) as determined from
calculated lifetimes t0 (Eq. (10)) as a function of z2. Measured appearance sizes napp,t
for t ¼ 1 s from Table 2 (red symbols) and the limiting cases for t0 ¼ 0 and t0 / ∞
(black symbols) are highlighted. The inset shows a Coulomb-barrier potential (Eq. (1))
with different regions for the electron energy E. See text for details.
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highlighted (red symbols, red line to guide the eye) are the
experimentally determined appearance sizes napp,t for t ¼ 1 s from
Table 2. These measured sizes also follow roughly a straight line,
due to the fit result n ~ (z � 1)1.86 from Fig. 3, being close to a
quadratic relation. However, the experimental data deviate from
the theoretical values for t ¼ 1 s due to the neglect of any tem-
perature- or spill-out effects in these calculations. A spill-out en-
larges the effective cluster radius and thus lowers the appearance
size. In contrast, thermal excitation of the cluster supports electron
emission, resulting in a higher appearance size. Thus, an appro-
priate balance of both parameters, T and d, in the model allows to
reproduce experimental data, as shown by the fitting procedure in
Section 5.1. While the obtained parameters in Table 2 pose
reasonable values (T z 600 K, dz1 Å), it remains uncertain how
reliable these values are. Their accuracy may be improved by
further refining the polyanion-stability model with respect to its
basic assumptions, currently being a spherical cluster shape, an
atomic density based on the Wigner-Seitz radius, a classical
calculation of the electron affinity, and the image-charge potential
forming the attractive part of the Coulomb barrier.

Nevertheless, the power-law fits of the appearance sizes (Fig. 6,
Table 3) add a new aspect to the experimental studies of polyanion
stability of metal clusters: They may provide a “short-cut tool” to
predict appearance sizes of even higher charge states - at least
within the experimentally accessible time domain, and once a
certain data base is available. The question of predictability is
closely related to the question, how element-specific quantities,
like work function and atomic density inside the cluster, act on the
parameters of the power-law fits. Thus, an extension of the pre-
sented studies to metal clusters of different elements appears to be
the next step for continuing this line of research.

6. Conclusion

The appearance of polyanionic aluminium clusters with charge
states z ¼ 5 to 10 has been investigated as a function of the cluster
size n. By a model including a temperature dependence, mean
lifetimes t have been assigned to clusters that form meta-stable
polyanions with respect to electron field-emission. For the exper-
imentally accessible lifetimes between 10 ms and 10 s, a systematic
relationship of the form napp,t ~ (z � 1)1.86 has been observed be-
tween the appearance sizes napp,t and the charge state z. Calcula-
tions for clusters at temperature T ¼ 0 K indicate a continuous

change of the functional dependence of napp,t and z between the
limiting cases of the immediate emission of the electron and stable
polyanion formation.
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Appendix A. Electron attachment in a Penning trap

Fig. A8 displays the evolution of polyanion abundances as a
function of the electron-bath duration for an exemplary cluster size
of n ¼ 1250 ± 8. In this figure, individual measurements with an
electron-bath duration between 1 ms and 8 s are shown. The
abundance of each charge state at an individual electron-bath
duration is normalised to the sum of all signals of the respective
mass spectrum. For example, using an interaction time of clusters
and electrons of 1 ms, 62 % of the ions remain in the monoanionic
charge state, 36 % of the ions converted to the charge state z¼ 2 and
only 1 % reached z ¼ 3. Higher charge states were not detected.
Please note, that the conversion observed for the electron-bath
duration of 1 ms almost exclusively happened within the 20 ms
electron pulse prior to the interaction time.While this fact is crucial
for short interaction times, it is neglected for the standard electron-
bath duration of 1 s.

Fig. A.8. Relative abundances of polyanionic aluminium clusters Al�z
1250±8 as a function of electron-bath duration. Moving averages of 5 data points are added as solid lines.
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In general, higher negative charge states are reached by use of
longer interaction times between electrons and cluster ions until a
cluster-size dependent maximum charge state is formed, which is
z ¼ 8 in case of Al1250. Simultaneously, the abundance of lower
charge states decreases, due to ongoing conversions. As the in-
crease of each abundance curve can be linked to the decrease of the
previous charge state, a sequential electron attachment process is
indicated.

After an interaction-time of about 4s, the abundance increase of
octaanionic clusters stops. We believe this effect is linked to an
energy loss of the stored electrons. For all measurements, an axial
Penning-trap trapping-depth of 23 eV has been used. Thus, elec-
tronswith energies up to this limit are captured in the Penning trap.
During the electron-cluster interaction-time, electron-energy de-
creases by radiation due to the radial motion in the magnetic field
of 12 T. At the same time, a minimum electron energy is needed for
the production of a z-fold negatively charged cluster, as the
Coulomb barrier of a cluster with (z � 1) charges has to be over-
come for electron attachment. In the present example of n ¼ 1250,
Coulomb-barrier heights range from 0.4 eV for the production of
dianions to 4.3 eV for the attachment of the 8th electron (Eq. (1)).
When the maximum electron-energy drops below this level, the
production of octaanionic clusters stops.

Appendix B. Uncertainties of nmin, nmax, and napp,t

Regarding the definition of appearance sizes and their
uncertainties, two cases are distinguished. On the one hand, the
minimum nmin and maximum nmax cluster sizes are considered,
which are directly determined with respect to their abundances
(Section 3). Here, uncertainties are calculated by the full widths at
half maximum (FWHM) of the monoanion signal, as the
monoanion-abundance covers a certain size distribution, which is
assumed to be maintained during the conversion of charge states.

In contrast, the lifetime-dependent appearance sizes napp,t
originate from a fit-analysis of the polyanion abundances (Section
5) and thus, depend on the three fit-parameters T, d, and k0 as well
as their individual uncertainties. Due to the complexity of the un-
derlying math (Section 4 and the references therein), an analytical
error propagation to calculate the uncertainties of napp,t values was
not feasible. Instead, each fit parameter is systematically varied by
subdividing its uncertainty range into 10 equal segments, resulting
in 11 segment limits for each of the three fit parameter. For every of
the 113 possible fit-parameter combinations, an individual abun-
dance curve, and thus, an individual value for one and the same
appearance size, is calculated. Themean value of this dataset agrees
with the original fit value of napp,t, while the standard deviation s is
used as its uncertainty.

Appendix C. Re-evaluation of appearance sizes of Al¡z for
z ¼ 2, 3, 4

To increase the available dataset of appearance sizes, relative
abundances of aluminium di-, tri-, and tetraanions [33] are re-
evaluated. The data were taken at a previous version of the Clus-
terTrap setup, having a hyperbolic trap in a 5-T field. By changing
the trap geometry and replacing the magnet, the mass-to-charge
limit of the Penning trap has been increased by a factor of ~ 20
[21], which enabled the investigation of bigger clusters and thus,
the present measurements.

Fig. C9 shows the abundance data of polyanions for z ¼ 2, 3, 4
[33] as well as re-evaluated fits in the sameway as the data for z¼ 5
to 10 in Fig. 5. The abundance progression for each charge state is

fitted by use of the present model (Section 4). The values of the
three fit parameters as well as appearance sizes for lifetimes of
100 ms, 1 s and 10 s are given in Table 2. Data evaluation in Ref. [33]
also usedWKB-calculations to estimate lifetimes, based on electron
tunneling probabilities through the Coulomb barrier (Eq. (10),
Section 5.2), but neglected any thermal excitation of the clusters.
Comparing previous and recalculated appearance sizes for lifetimes
of 1 s, the value for the dianion napp,1s ¼ 30 remains unchanged.
Also, for z ¼ 3 and 4, only minor changes of the appearance sizes
from 113 to 117(2) and from 250 to 248(7) are found, respectively.
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The  Paul  trap  with  a rectangular  driving  field,  known  as digital  ion  trap  (DIT)  has  been  investigated  by
mapping  the stability  diagram,  i.e.,  measuring  the  relative  storage  efficiency  with  respect  to  the  trapping
parameters,  and  comparison  to the  conventional  Paul  trap with  harmonic  guiding  field.  The results show
that  the  performance  of  the DIT can  be described  in  terms  of  the  conventional  trap,  when  the  trapping
parameters  are  redefined  according  to  the zeroth  and  first  order  Fourier  component  of  the  driving  field.
The higher  harmonics  seem  to have  only  little  influence.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Since the invention of the radio-frequency (RF) trap by Paul in
1953 [1] this principle of ion confinement has been used for a wide
range of scientific investigations, from analytical chemistry to fun-
damental physics and quantum computing [2–4]. The ion motion
in a quadrupolar geometrical arrangement of a harmonic electric
field, the guiding field, is governed by the Mathieu equation [5].  The
solutions of this equation include stable and unstable ion trajec-
tories depending on the storage parameters. The stability regions
are visualised best by the so-called stability diagram [6].  The sta-
ble motions can be approximated by harmonic modes with well
defined frequencies. In addition, instability lines have been found
within the stable regions [7].

Already in 1973 Richards introduced an alternative for the tem-
poral function of the guiding field, namely rectangular instead of
sinusoidal waveforms [8,9]. Such a digital ion trap (DIT) can be
realised by switching between two voltages, which avoids the use
of resonant circuits. The DIT allows one to change the driving fre-
quency over a wide range almost without limitations in the height
of the voltages, which means one can easily vary the range of
storable ions, with respect to their mass-to-charge ratios.

However, this development was not followed up until recently,
when analytical [12,13,10,11] and simulation studies [14,15] as
well as experimental proofs-of-principle investigations [16–18] of

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +49 03834 864756.
E-mail address: bandelow@physik.uni-greifswald.de (S. Bandelow).

the DIT were reported. In the present study a new description of
the digital ion trap is introduced, based on results of Koizumi et al.
[13] and Ding et al. [14]. In addition, the stability diagram of the
DIT has been mapped and compared to the harmonic case for a
three-dimensional Paul trap with hyperbolic ring and endcap elec-
trodes. Furthermore, the frequency of the radial macro motion has
been probed for a specific AC-only trapping mode. In addition, the
stability diagram has been investigated for the case where the DC
component is applied solely by varying the duty cycle. The RF-trap
basics and the nomenclature are reviewed in the next section before
the experimental setup and results are described in Sections 3 and
4, respectively, along with the corresponding interpretations.

2. Theory

In the following we consider a hyperbolic RF ion trap, consisting
of a ring electrode and two  endcaps (Fig. 1). The general form of its
potential is given by [19]

˚(r, z, ˝t) = ˚0(˝t)

2(r2
0 /2 + z2

0)
(r2 − 2z2) (1)

and is realised experimentally by application of a temporally-
periodic potential difference ˚0(˝t) between hyperbolic elec-
trodes.  ̋ is the angular frequency of the guiding field. Beside the
AC component (of amplitude V0) an additional DC component (U0)
may  be applied. r0 and z0 are defined by the minimal distance
between the centre of the trap to the ring electrode and the endcaps,
respectively [19].

1387-3806/$ – see front matter ©  2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijms.2012.12.013
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Fig. 1. Hyperbolic Paul trap, consisting of two endcaps and a ring electrode.

2.1. Harmonically driven quadrupole ion trap

In the case of the harmonically driven Paul trap the potential
difference ˚0(˝t) = ˚(r = r0, z = 0, ˝t)  − ˚(r  = 0, z = z0, ˝t) can be
written as

˚0(˝t) = U0 + V0 cos(˝t). (2)

The equation of motion results in the standard Mathieu equation
[5]

d2�

d�2
+ (a� − 2q� cos(2�))� = 0 with � = r, z (3)

by introducing the dimensionless parameters for particles with
mass m and charge Q:

az = −2ar = − 8QU0

m(r2
0 /2 + z2

0)˝2
,

qz = −2qr = 4QV0

m(r2
0 /2 + z2

0)˝2

and � = ˝t

2
.

(4)

The combination of a� and q� is sufficient to define the stability
or instability of the ion trajectory. The a� − q� plane, well known
as stability diagram, is divided into regions of stable and unstable
solutions.

Trapped ions oscillate with angular frequencies

ωk,� = 2��k,� = (2k  ± ˇ�)
˝

2
with k = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . (5)

where the ˇ� are functions of a� and q� only.
When the sum of integer multiples of the motional angular fre-

quencies krωr, kzωz is equal to an integer multiple of the angular
driving field frequency krωr + kzωz = k˝, ions can gain energy, and
thus, the amplitude of their trajectories increases until they leave
the trap. As a result, instability lines are found within stable regions
of the stability diagram [7,20].

2.2. Digital ion trap (DIT)

In a DIT the sinusoidal (AC) component of the trapping voltage
is replaced by a periodic rectangular signal f(t) with 2�/  ̋ = T for
n ∈ Z (Fig. 2)

f (t) =
{

+VR for nT < t ≤ nT + �

−VR for nT + � < t ≤ (n + 1)T.
(6)

In his seminal publication, Richards introduced a “duty cycle” d = �/T
to describe the relative durations of the positive component of the
rectangular driving field (and thus also the negative, 1 − d) [8].

Fig. 2. Rectangular driving voltage used for ion confinement in a digital ion trap.

Table 1
Magnitudes Mn of Fourier components of function Eq. (6).

n ˝/2�  Mn/VR

0 0 2d − 1
1 1/T 4

� | sin(�d)|
2  2/T 2

� | sin(2�d)|
3 3/T 4

3� | sin(3�d)|

Obviously, for d /= 0.5 there is a non-zero DC component given
by (2d  − 1) · VR [14]. This is confirmed by a Fourier analysis [21] for
the argument t

S(t) = a0

2
+

∞∑

n=1

[
an cos(n˝t) + bn sin(n˝t)

]
(7)

which also reveals all harmonic components. an and bn are the
Fourier coefficients of the order n:

an = 1
�

∫ 2�/˝

0

f (t) · cos(n˝t)  ̋ dt and

bn = 1
�

∫ 2�/˝

0

f (t) · sin(n˝t)  ̋ dt

(8)

for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . The magnitude Mn of Fourier components

M0 = a0

2
and

Mn =
√

a2
n + b2

n for n = 1, 2, 3, . . .

(9)

describes the strength of the guiding field at the corresponding fre-
quency. In Table 1 and Fig. 3 the normalised amplitudes Mn/VR of
the first Fourier components (n = 0–3) are listed and plotted, respec-
tively.

Fig. 3. Normalised magnitudes of Fourier components for n = 0 (solid line, not shown
for  d < 0.5, where the linear trend continues for M0, however with negative sign), n = 1
(dashed line), n = 2 (dotted line) and n = 3 (dashed-dotted line).
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Fig. 4. Application of trapping voltages to the trap electrodes. The sinusoidal or
rectangular AC voltages are applied to the endcaps. The DC component is applied to
all  four segments of the ring electrode.

As the experimental results show (Section 4), the zeroth and the
first order magnitude components are sufficient to rewrite Eq. (2)
to describe the guiding field potential of the corresponding har-
monically driven RF-trap:

˚0(˝t) ≈ U0 + M0 + M1 · cos(˝t). (10)

Thus, this description also leads to a reformulation of the dimen-
sionless trapping parameters:

az = −2ar = − 8Q · (U0 + M0)

m(r2
0 /2 + z2

0)˝2

qz = −2qr = 4Q · M1

m(r2
0 /2 + z2

0)˝2
.

(11)

These equations are used to transfer a stability diagram, measured
in the U0–VR plane, into the a − q plane (Figs. 5 and 6). The trans-
fer of the borders of stability from the a–q into the U0–VR plane
(Figs. 8 and 9), is given by:

U0 = −az m(r2
0 /2 + z2

0)˝2

8Q
− M0

VR = qz m(r2
0 /2 + z2

0)˝2

4Q M1/VR
.

(12)

The ion motional frequencies for a digital ion trap can be cal-
culated by Eq. (5),  utilising the redefined trapping parameters (Eq.
(11)).

3. Experimental setup and procedure

The experimental setup has been described in [22]. In short, an
asymptotically-symmetric [23] hyperbolic Paul trap (Fig. 4) with
copper electrodes of size r0 = 7 mm and z0 = r0/

√
2 is used for all

present measurements. The ring electrode is split into four 90◦

segments which allow a dipolar excitation for the investigation
of the radial resonance frequencies of the macro-motion [22]. All
measurements have been performed with singly-charged argon
ions, Ar+, which were created during a 3 ms  electron-impact ion-
isation of argon. The gas was inserted into the vacuum chamber
via a leak valve. The pressure was about 1 × 10−4 Pa, i.e., about an
order of magnitude above the residual-gas pressure. The frequency
of the driving field applied to the endcap electrodes (see Fig. 4)
was ˝/2�  = 450 kHz, provided by a function generator (Stanford
Research, DS345) and a voltage amplifier (FLC Electronics, A400DI).
The DC voltage, produced by another function generator (Stanford
Research, DS345), was applied to the ring segments. The application
of the driving voltages in this scheme does not affect the trapping
parameters (Eqs. (4) and (11)). After a storage time of 50 ms,  the
ions were extracted from the trap by an amplitude ramp [24,25] and
counted by a channeltron detector with conversion dynode at a dis-
tance of 5.0 mm from 3.3-mm diameter central hole of the upper
endcap. To create well-defined conditions for the next cycle, the
driving field was switched off for 10 ms.  The experimental sequence

Fig. 5. Measured stability diagram of a harmonically driven ion trap plotted as a
function of driving voltages (left and bottom axes) and stability parameters (right
and top axes). Solid lines represent the calculated borders of stability. Two instability
lines are marked.

was executed by a LabVIEW-based control system [26]. For the
device triggering a FPGA card was used as a pulse-pattern generator
[27].

In the case of the stability-diagram measurements, the exper-
imental cycle (ionisation, storage, detection, preparation for next
cycle) was  repeated 250 times for each set of trapping parameters
a and q. The amplitudes of the DC and AC voltages were changed in
steps of 0.1 V and 0.38 V, respectively.

For the exploration of the radial resonance frequencies (Sec-
tion 4.3)  the storage conditions were kept constant. For the last
5 ms  of the storage time, an additional dipolar RF-excitation voltage
of frequency fex was applied to two pairs of adjacent ring seg-
ments. When the frequency of this excitation was equal to the
radial ion motional frequency fex = �r, resonance effects caused a
loss of ions. For normalisation of the ion counts, this cycle with RF
excitation was  alternated with a second one, in which no excita-
tion was  applied. As for the stability diagram, this experimental
sequence was  repeated 250 times. The excitation frequency was
scanned from 1 kHz to 450 kHz in steps of 0.5 kHz.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Stability diagram of the harmonical RF ion trap

For comparison, the Paul trap described Section 2.1 has been
operated in the harmonical mode, i.e., with a sinusoidal driving
voltage. The contour plot of Fig. 5 shows the observed stability dia-
gram, where the number of ion counts as a function of the trapping
parameters q (on the x-axis) and a (on the y-axis) is indicated by
levels of gray on a scale from zero (white) to the maximum number
(black). The solid lines mark the predicted borders of the stability
region in the a–q plane as discussed by McLachlan ([5], pp. 16–18).

The expectations and measured data are in good agreement.
The maximal storage efficiency (� 90%) is found in the region from
qz = 0.40 to 0.50 and between az = 0.00 and 0.03. As expected, lines
of instabilities are found. The two  most dominant are the ones for
2ωr + 2ωz =  ̋ and 4ωr = ˝.

4.2. Stability diagram of the DIT for d = 0.5

As a first example of a stability diagram of a DIT  Fig. 6 shows the
diagram for a rectangular driving field with a duty cycle d = 0.5. As
before, the (now rectangular) RF signal f(t) was fed to the endcap
electrodes while the DC term is applied to the ring. In analogy to
Fig. 5 the relative storage efficiency is plotted in levels of gray as
a function of the amplitude of the (rectangular) driving signal and
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Fig. 6. Measured stability diagram of a digitally driven ion trap with d = 0.5 plotted
as  a function of driving voltages (left and bottom axes) and stability parameters
(right and top axes). Solid lines represent the calculated borders of stability. Two
instability lines are marked.

DC voltage and simultaneously by the az and qz parameters. For
the scaling between the driving-signal amplitude VR and qz the 1st
order Fourier component of the DIT signal has been used, as sug-
gested by Koizumi et al. [13]. Note, however, that M1 = 1.23 · VR has
been used instead of the value 4/�  for an ideal rectangular function.
The experimental value resulted from a Fourier transformation of
the measured actual “rectangular” RF signal.

With this scaling of the RF-fields, the measured stability dia-
grams in the az − qz plane of the conventional Paul trap with
sinusoidal RF-field (Fig. 5) and of the DIT (Fig. 6) are practically
indistinguishable, both with respect to the borders of the stable
regions as well as with respect to the positions and depths of the
instability lines.

4.3. Resonances of the radial ion motion

To further investigate this similarity between the sinusoidal and
the digital ion trap a radial dipolar excitation (Section 3) has been
applied in both trapping modes. The results are presented in Fig. 7.

In both spectra a resonance at the fundamental frequency �0,r is
detected and fitted by a Gaussian curve for evaluation (not shown).
The resulting resonance frequencies 66.80(4) kHz and 66.68(5) kHz
for the sinusoidal and digital trapping mode, respectively, agree
with theoretical expectations (Eq. (5),  k = 0). In addition, however
much less clearly visible, first order motional frequencies [28] (Eq.

Fig. 7. Resonance spectra (ion counts as a function of excitation frequency) for argon
ions confined by harmonic (top) and digital (bottom) trapping fields (az ,  qz = 0.00,
0.81), respectively. The excitation amplitude was about 40 mV.

Fig. 8. Measured stability diagrams of a digitally driven ion trap with d = 0.4 (top)
and  d = 0.6 (bottom) plotted as function of driving voltages. Solid lines represent the
calculated borders of stability for digitally (black) and harmonically (red) driven
traps, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

(5), k = 1) for sinusoidal and digitally driven trap are detected at
�1,r = 382.54(34) kHz and �1,r = 383.35(28) kHz.

While additional resonances may  have been expected for the
digital ion trap as compared to the harmonically driven ion trap
no such further resonances have been observed. This confirms the
findings from the stability-diagram study that the higher harmon-
ics of the DIT driving field have no significant influence on the ion
motion.

4.4. Stability diagrams of the DIT for d /= 0.5

One of the main advantages of the DIT is the possibility to pro-
duce a DC component by an uneven application of the positive and
the negative polarity of the rectangular signal, i.e., by a duty cycle
d /= 0.5. To probe this option, storage efficiency measurements as
in Figs. 5 and 6 have been performed for d = 0.4 and d = 0.6. The
respective stability diagrams are shown in Fig. 8.

The stable regions are compressed and rotated with respect to
those of the standard diagram. As in the case of the d = 0.5 DIT the
Fourier components of the rectangular RF signal can be considered.
For M1 this is 1.21 for both d = 0.4 and 0.6. Again, the actual signal
applied differed slightly and the components were measured to be
1.20, and 1.08. The rotation around the origin of the x, y-plane (see
Fig. 8) can be traced back to the d-dependent DC component M0
(as given in Table 1). This allows one to transform the borders of
the stability region from a harmonically driven trap (red lines in
Fig. 8) to their positions for d = 0.4 and 0.6 (black lines). The respec-
tive stability diagrams in the az − qz plane (not shown), are barely
distinguishable from those of the sinusoidal and the d = 0.5 digitally
ion trap (Figs. 5 and 6).

For Fig. 9 the inverse transformation (az, qz) → (U0, VR) Eq. (12)
has been used to calculate the borders for a selection of d values,
namely d = 0.1, 0.2, . . .,  0.9. Note, that this procedure assumes that
M2 and higher orders of the Fourier analysis of the rectangular RF
field can be neglected. While this is adequate for d = 0.5 the other
components gain in relative strength further away from the sym-
metric case (compare Fig. 3). Thus, the validity of the assumption
for extreme d values still is to be investigated, which is out of the
scope of the present study.

4.5. The d–VR diagram of the DIT

The previous section has extended the DIT from the symmetric
d = 0.5 to asymmetric cases. Following the traditional way of map-
ping the stability diagram for a given d, the RF-amplitude VR and
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Fig. 9. Calculated borders of stability diagrams for digitally driven ion traps with
duty cycles d = 0.1, 0.2, . . .,  0.9 (top to bottom) for argon ions confined in a hyperbolic
Paul trap with r0 = 7 mm using ˝/2�  = 450 kHz.

the DC potential U0 have been varied. However, from Eq. (11) fol-
lows that an additional DC-component M0 is introduced by the RF
signal voltage for d /= 0.5. This DC-component can be used to map
the whole stability diagram by scanning d and VR alone, i.e., without
an additional DC potential U0.

Fig. 10 shows on the left the conventional stability diagram. The
dashed lines indicate how one proceeds within the diagram for a
given d value when the amplitude VR is increased.

Between d ∼= 0.4425 and d ∼= 0.6475 all lines of constant d inter-
sect the stability region. For other values of the duty cycle the DC
component is too strong to allow for stable solutions of the Math-
ieu equation (Eq. (3)). Recalculating the voltages VR at the points
of intersection with the stability borders, the DIT stability diagram
can be plotted in a d–VR representation (Fig. 10,  right).

Fig. 11 shows an experimental d–VR diagram. The dashed lines
represent the theoretical borders as described above, the full lines
are calculated from the measured Fourier components, i.e., the M0
and M1 terms. The data exhibit very strong instability lines. Espe-
cially the pure axial and pure radial ones are visible. The latter
reveal a double structure, probably an artifact due to the splitting
of the ring electrode (see also [22]) for radial dipolar excitation
(Section 4.3). This is in contrast to the previous sections. A pos-
sible reason may  be the modified experimental conditions, as for
this measurement the guiding field voltage was  applied to the ring
electrode to allow ion extraction by a pulsed voltage on the lower
endcap.

Thus, for the present measurements the storage efficiency of
this DIT operation mode seems to be somewhat lower than for the
case of a separate addition of the DC component as performed in
the conventional sinusoidal and digital ion trap. However, it still

Fig. 10. Relation between az , qz and different duty cycles d = 0.42, 0.46, . . .,  0.66
(left). Calculated stability borders in the d–VR diagram for H2O, N2, O2 and Ar (from
left  to right).

Fig. 11. Measured d–VR diagram. Solid and dashed lines represent the borders of the
stability region, as adapted to the experimental Fourier coefficients and as calculated
from  the ideal square-well functions, respectively. In blue, pure radial, pure axial and
combined instability lines are marked. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

comes with the advantage that both the AC and the DC component
of the trapping field are carried by just one signal defined by the
parameters VR and d.

5. Conclusion

The digital ion trap has been investigated by a series of exper-
iments, in particular, the mapping of the stability diagram under
various conditions. The measurements show that essentially only
the zeroth and first order Fourier component of the rectangu-
lar guiding field voltage have to been taken into account for the
description in terms of the traditional a and q parameters. Stretched
and rotated stability diagrams of digital ion traps in the U0–VR plane
result from the magnitude of the Fourier components. Appropri-
ate implementation of these effects into the trapping parameters
results in a common stability diagram in the az–qz plane for har-
monic and for digital traps. The new approach, presented in this
study, offers a convenient method to calculate storage proper-
ties of digital ion traps, like borders of the stability regions, ion
motional frequencies and trapping instabilities, fundamental for
further research and applications.
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A  new  type  of  digital  ion trap  is introduced,  namely  a  Paul  trap  with  3-state  digital  driving  voltages.
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parameters  has  been  measured.  The  results  show,  that  the  performance  of the 3-state  digital  ion  trap  can
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defined, again,  according  the  zeroth  and  first  order  Fourier  component  of  the driving  field.
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1. Introduction

Interaction studies of molecules with electrons are of impor-
tance in modern biochemistry and medicine, as phenomena like
electron attachment [1,2] and electron capture/transfer dissoci-
ation [3–5] serve as the base for peptide sequencing [6,7] and
analysis of DNA damages [8–10].

The experiments can be performed by overlapping molecule and
electron beams in crossed beam experiments with well defined
energies, or by use of ion traps. The latter method allows one to
observe delayed reactions on extended time scales and to store
charged reaction products. Unfortunately, the commonly used Paul
traps [11,12] do not allow the storage of molecules and electrons at
the same time due to their different masses [13,14]. This is in con-
trast to the storage behaviour of Penning traps which have only an
upper mass limit [15] and thus can be employed to, e.g., simultane-
ously store large metal clusters and electrons for the production of
polyanionic systems [16–18]. In order to provide electrons for the
interaction with ions in Paul traps, two different procedures have
been developed. In both approaches, a low-energy electron beam is
guided through the Paul trap, while the ions are stored by AC fields.

In the first case [19,20] linear Paul traps, driven by sinusoidal AC
voltages are used. Electrons pass this trap type along the symmetry
axis, where the amplitude of the quadrupolar electric guiding field
is zero. A superimposed magnetic field enhances the transfer effi-
ciency of the electrons. However, all electrons that are not exactly
on the trap axis are influenced by the radio-frequency field.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +49 3834 864756.
E-mail address: bandelow@physik.uni-greifswald.de (S. Bandelow).

Alternatively, interaction studies are performed within hyper-
bolic Paul traps driven by rectangular AC voltages (digital ion trap),
which are applied to the ring electrode only [21]. Aside from the
actual switching periods, the potential is constant in time. An elec-
tron beam with an energy of several eV above the respective trap
centre potential is guided axially through the trap. While the elec-
tron interaction energy is well defined for each position along
the axis, it varies with position. As the radio-frequency voltage is
generally rather high this introduces a large spread of interaction
energies.

In the present study a new scheme for the operation of linear
as well as hyperbolic Paul traps is introduced, in which field-free
interaction studies with defined energies of the reactants will be
possible. To this end, digital AC trapping voltages with three dif-
ferent voltage levels are introduced. One of them is a zero-volt
level, for potential-free periods within every AC-cycle. Stability
diagrams have been measured for different types and lengths of
zero-volt level implementation to study the influence of this oper-
ation scheme to the ion trapping. The theoretical description of the
3-state digital ion trap is presented in the next section before the
experimental setup and results are described in Sections 3 and 4,
respectively, along with the corresponding interpretations.

2. Theory

2.1. The 2-state digital ion trap

In preparation for the new development we  first review the
hyperbolic radio-frequency (RF) ion trap operated with a rectangu-
lar driving signal f(t) of amplitude VR and fundamental frequency
�/2� = 1/T  (Fig. 1) as introduced by Richards et al. [22,23]. The “duty

1387-3806/$ – see front matter ©  2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijms.2013.06.003
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Fig. 1. Rectangular AC component of the driving signal used for ion confinement in
a  2-state digital ion trap.

cycle” d describes the relative duration of the positive component
d = �/T(0 ≤ d ≤ 1) of the rectangular driving signal, and therefore also
of the negative component (T − �)/T = 1 − d. For duty cycles d /= 0.5
a DC-component (M0) is generated by the AC driving signal, with an
amplitude depending on d [24]. In addition to this M0-component,
a further DC voltage U0 might be applied, as well known from the
conventional, harmonically driven RF ion trap.

By application of the AC and DC driving voltages between the
ring and the endcap electrodes a potential

�(r, z, t) = �0(t)

2(r2
0 /2 + z2

0)
(r2 − 2z2) (1)

is generated to confine particles with mass m and charge Q. The
potential difference �0 is specified further below (Eq. (4)). r0 and
z0 are the minimal distances from the trap centre to the ring and
endcap electrodes, respectively (compare Fig. 4).

The trajectories of charged particles trapped in a conventional
RF ion trap are described by the Mathieu equation [25]. The same
mathematical description can be applied to the 2-state digital ion
trap (2S-DIT) [26]: A Fourier analysis decomposes the rectangular
driving signal f(t) into a DC-component of amplitude

M0 = (2d  − 1) · VR (2)

and n (n = 1, 2, 3, . . .)  AC-components of frequencies �/2�  = n/T and
magnitudes

Mn = 4
n�

·
∣∣sin(n�d)

∣∣ · VR. (3)

Only the magnitudes of the zeroth and first order Fourier compo-
nents, M0 and M1 respectively, are of importance for the trapping
potential of the 2S-DIT [26]. Thus, in the following the potential
�0(t) is approximated by

�0(t) = U0 + f (t) � U0 + M0 + M1 · cos(�t), (4)

which results in the dimensionless stability parameters

az = −2ar = − 8Q · (U0 + M0)

m(r2
0 /2 + z2

0)�2

qz = −2qr = 4Q · M1

m(r2
0 /2 + z2

0)�2
.

(5)

Using these definitions, the stability diagram, which characterises
the storage conditions [27], is identical for all duty cycles d, when
plotted in the a − q plane [26]. In contrast, for every duty cycle d
there is a different stability diagram when plotted as a function of
the driving voltages U0 and VR.

2.2. The 3-state digital ion trap

By including a third potential ( /= ± VR) in the time-pattern of
the digital driving signal f(t) we now introduce a 3-state digital ion
trap (3S-DIT) (Fig. 2). In the following, for simplicity, this third level
will be a zero-volt potential. It may  either follow both, the positive

Fig. 2. Rectangular AC component of the driving signals used for ion confinement
in the 3S-DIT. Top: symmetric implementation of zero-volt potentials in the time-
pattern of the driving signal. Bottom: asymmetric implementation of zero-volt
potential.

Table 1
Magnitudes Mn of Fourier components for symmetric and asymmetric time-patterns

n Mn

Symmetric time-pattern
0, 2, 4. . . 0
1,  3, 5. . . 4

n� · |sin(n�d)| · VR

Asymmetric time-pattern
0 0
1,  2, 3. . . 4

n� · sin2(n�d) · VR

and negative components ±VR, i.e. occur twice during each period
(Fig. 2, top), or follow just one of the components, i.e. occur only
once during a period of the driving signal (Fig. 2, bottom). In the
following, the first case is referred to as being a “symmetric imple-
mentation” of zero-volt levels in the time pattern of the driving
signal, the latter as being an “asymmetric implementation”.

We restrict the present investigation to the case that both, the
positive and the negative component (±VR) have the same dura-
tion �. Hence, no DC-component M0 is generated by the AC driving
signals. We  keep the duty-cycle definition of the 2S-DIT, d = �/T.
Obviously, its range is now restricted to 0 ≤ d ≤ 0.5. For a duty cycle
of d = 0, the driving signal has no AC components. The storage of
particles is not possible. The maximum duty cycle of d = 0.5 of the
3S-DIT is identical with a d = 0.5 2S-DIT.

As stated above, for the description of the 2S-DIT, the definition
of the potential and the trapping parameters can be approximated
by the zeroth and first order Fourier component of the driving sig-
nal (Eqs. (1), (4) and (5)). We  assume the same for the 3S-DIT which
will be justified by the experimental results (Section 4). Thus, the
magnitudes of the Fourier components of the 3S-DIT with symmet-
ric and asymmetric implementation of the zero-volt levels in the
time-pattern of the driving signals are given as listed in Table 1.

In Fig. 3 the (non-zero) normalised magnitudes Mn/VR (n = 1,
3, 5) and Mn/VR (n = 1–5) of the 3S-DIT with symmetric (top) and
asymmetric implementation (bottom) of the zero-volt levels in the
time-pattern of the driving signals, respectively, are plotted as a
function of the duty cycle d.

3. Experimental setup and procedure

The experimental setup and the sequence for measuring sta-
bility diagrams have already been described in detail, elsewhere
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Fig. 3. Normalised magnitudes of the Fourier components Mn/VR of the 3S-DIT with
symmetric (top) and asymmetric implementation (bottom) of zero-volt levels in
the time-pattern of AC component of the driving signal f(t), respectively. n = 1 (thick
solid line), n = 2 (dotted line), n = 3 (dashed line) n = 4 (thin solid line) and n = 5
(dashed-dotted line). The vertical line marks the duty cycle d = 1/3 for the symmetric
implementation, which has a low ratio of higher harmonics (M2−4 = 0).

[26,28]. All measurements have been performed with singly-
charged argon ions, Ar+, created by a 3 ms  electron-impact
ionisation of argon in an asymptotically-symmetric, hyperbolic
Paul trap of size r0 = 7 mm [29] (Fig. 4). The AC voltage, with the fixed
fundamental frequency �/2�  = 1/T  = 450 kHz, applied to the end-
caps only, is provided by a function generator (Stanford Research
Systems, DS345) and a voltage amplifier (FLC Electronics, A400DI).
The DC voltage, also produced by a function generator (Stanford
Research Systems, DS345), is applied to the ring electrode. This
experimental scheme of voltage application does not affect the
trapping parameters beside a change of sign in the a parameter (Eq.
(5)). After a storage time of 50 ms,  the ions are extracted from the
trap by an amplitude ramp [30,31] and counted by a Channeltron
detector with conversion dynode.

Fig. 4. Application of driving voltages to the trap electrodes.

Table 2
Magnitudes Mn,sym of Fourier components of fsym,1/3(t) (Eq. (6) and Table 1).

n �/2�  Mn/VR

1 1/T  2
√

3/� � 1.103
2  2/T  0
3 3/T  0
4 4/T  0
5 5/T  2

√
3/(5�) � 0.221

The experimental cycle (ionisation, storage, detection) has been
repeated 250 times for each set of trapping parameters a and q,
i.e. amplitudes U0 and VR, respectively. The amplitudes of the DC
and AC voltages have been scanned in steps of 0.10 V and 0.19 V,
respectively.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Stability diagram of the 3S-DIT with symmetric time pattern

As a first example of operating the 3S-DIT, a driving signal with
a low ratio of higher harmonics (M2–4 = 0) is chosen, i.e. a driving
signal with symmetric zero-volt components and a duty cycle of
d = 1/3 (compare Fig. 3). The magnitudes of the Fourier components
Mn,sym of the respective function

fsym,1/3(t) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

+VR for nT < t ≤ nT + 1/3T

0 for nT + 1/3T < t ≤ nT + 1/2T

−VR for nT + 1/2T < t ≤ nT + 5/6T

0 for nT + 5/6T < t ≤ (n + 1)T

(6)

are given in Table 2.
Fig. 5 shows a stability diagram of the 3S-DIT, with the axes

being scaled by U0 and VR (left and bottom) and the corresponding
trapping parameters a and q (right and top). For each U0 − VR pair
the number of trapped ions has been measured and is plotted nor-
malised to the maximum number of detected ions as indicated by
levels of gray on a scale from zero (white) to the maximum number
(black). The predicted borders of stability [25] have been added for
comparison (solid lines).

For the scaling between the AC driving signal amplitude VR and
the parameter qz the 1st order Fourier component is used. Note,
however, that the actual scaling factor (Mn/VR = 1.100) resulted
from a Fourier transformation of the measured driving signal,

Fig. 5. Measured stability diagram of the 3S-DIT with symmetric implementation
of  zero-volt levels in the time-pattern of the driving signal f(t) and a duty cycle of
d  = 1/3, plotted as a function of driving voltages (left and bottom axes) and stabil-
ity  parameters (right and top axes). Solid lines represent the calculated borders of
stability.
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Table 3
Magnitudes Mn,sym and Mn,asym of Fourier components of fsym,0.4(t) and fasym,0.4(t) (Eqs.
(7) and (8), Table 1).

n �/2� Mn,sym/VR Mn,asym/VR

1 1/T
√

2
√

5+
√

5
� � 1.211 5+

√
5

2� � 1.152

2  2/T  0 5−
√

5
4� � 0.220

3  3/T
√

2
√

5−
√

5
3� � 0.249 5−

√
5

6� � 0.147

4  4/T  0 5+
√

5
8� � 0.288

5  5/T  0 0

which deviated slightly from the calculated one. The highest stor-
age efficiency is found for qz = 0.38–0.50 and between az = −0.01 and
0.03. Comparable values have been observed previously in stability
diagrams measured with a harmonically driven RF ion trap and 2S-
DIT [26]. Furthermore, instability lines of comparable depths and
positions are crossing the stable region of ion confinement. Here,
ions gain energy out of the driving field as the sum of integer multi-
ples of their motional frequencies equals an integer multiple of the
driving field frequency. This leads to the loss of ions [32,26]. Thus,
as in the case of the 2S-DIT, the a − q stability diagram is practically
indistinguishable from that of a harmonically driven Paul trap. For
a direct comparison see reference [26].

Fig. 6. Measured stability diagram of the 3S-DIT with symmetric (top) and asym-
metric implementation (bottom) of zero-volt levels in the time-pattern of the
driving signal f(t) and a duty cycle of d = 0.4 plotted as a function of driving voltages
(left and bottom axes) and stability parameters (right and top axes), respectively.
Solid lines represent the calculated borders of stability.

4.2. Symmetric vs. asymmetric time pattern of the 3S-DIT

For comparison of 3S-DITs operated by driving signals with
symmetric and asymmetric implementation of zero-volt levels
(see Section 2.2), stability diagrams have been measured for both
cases with a duty cycle of d = 0.4, where most higher-order Fourier
components of the asymmetric 3S-DIT are relatively small. Their
magnitudes for the respective functions

fsym,0.4(t) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

+VR for nT < t ≤ nT + 0.4T

0 for nT + 0.4T < t ≤ nT + 0.5T

−VR for nT + 0.5T < t ≤ nT + 0.9T

0 for nT + 0.9T < t ≤ (n + 1)T

(7)

fasym,0.4(t) =

⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

+VR for nT < t ≤ nT + 0.4T

−VR for nT + 0.4T < t ≤ nT + 0.8T

0 for nT + 0.8T < t ≤ (n + 1)T

(8)

are given in Table 3.
In Fig. 6 the stability diagrams for the symmetric (top) and

asymmetric implementation (bottom) of zero-volt potentials in the
time-pattern of the driving signal are shown, respectively. Note,
that in all Figs. 5 and 6, the az and qz axes are scaled equally, result-
ing in optically identical regions of stability. But while the U0 axis
is also unchanged (Eq. (5) with M0 = 0), the scaling of the VR axis
changes for different values of the duty cycle d (Figs. 5 and 6, top) as
well as for different implementation of zero-volt potentials (Fig. 6,
top and bottom) due to the different magnitudes of their first order
Fourier component M1 (Eq. (5), Tables 2 and 3).

The normalised magnitudes M1/VR, used as scaling factors in
the q-parameter, are calculated to be 1.211 (symmetric) and 1.152
(asymmetric), respectively (see Table 3). The Fourier component
of the actually applied signal has been measured to be 1.190 and
1.080. The reduced values M1/VR of the measured signals are caused
by imperfections (e.g. steepness of edges) in the driving signal, gen-
erated by the voltage amplifier (compare Section 3). In any case,
the impact of higher harmonics is too small to be observed in the
present stability diagrams.

5. Conclusion

The 3-state digital ion trap has been introduced and investigated
experimentally by mapping stability diagrams for different duty
cycles and different schemes of zero-volt level implementation in
the time pattern of the driving signal f(t). As expected, the stability
diagrams are identical in the az − qz plane and along the U0 axis, but
scaled differently along the VR axis. The measured borders of stabil-
ity agree well with the ones calculated from the first order Fourier
components. The restriction to the driving signal assumed in this
investigation, namely to define M0 = 0, and the implementation of
zero-volt periods in the time pattern of the driving signal were cho-
sen for the specific aim of interaction studies with trapped particles.
Both, the symmetric and asymmetric zero-volt implementation
offer the possibility to send a beam of charged particles (electrons
or ions) through the trap volume, e.g. for the study of interactions
with stored ions. While the symmetric option has the advantage
of a reduced number of higher harmonics in the Fourier analy-
sis, the asymmetric implementation provides a sustained field-free
period within one cycle of the driving field. To extend the study
of the 3S-DIT performance to more general 3-level pattern of the
driving field is out of scope of the present study. However, we
expect that further pattern will be found to be useful for specific
applications.
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Note added in proof

After acceptance of this manuscript we learnt that related
studies have been performed in another context, namely the inves-
tigation of ion-beam properties by “simulation” experiments in
Paul traps. In the corresponding publications, instead of “digital ion
trap” or “digital driving signal” other terms such as “pulse-excited
trap” or “periodic step-function waveform” are used [33–38].
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Abstract Ion traps are versatile tools for the investigation of gas-phase cluster ions, allow-
ing, e.g., cluster-size selection and extended reaction times. Taking advantage of their
particular storage capability of simultaneous trapping of electrons and clusters, Penning
traps have been applied for the production of clusters with high negative charge states.
Recently, linear radio-frequency quadrupole traps have been demonstrated to be another
candidate to produce polyanionic clusters. Operation with rectangular, rather than harmonic,
radio-frequency voltages provides field-free time slots for unhindered electron passage
through the trap. Several aspects of electron-attachment techniques by means of Penning
and radio-frequency traps are addressed and recent experimental results are presented.

Keywords Polyanions · Metal clusters · Penning trap · Radio-frequency trap · Digital ion
trap

1 Introduction

Multiply negatively charged atoms, molecules and clusters in the gas phase have been sub-
ject to experimental and theoretical investigation for a long time [1–3]. For example, doubly
charged anions of carbon and metal clusters were produced either in ion sources by sputter-
ing [4], laser ablation [5–7], and electrospray ionization [8], or by electron-transfer reactions
[9, 10], and in crossed-beam experiments [11]. While also tri-anionic lead clusters were
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the present ClusterTrap setup, with cluster ion source, RFQ traps and Penning trap.
Details of the electron collector at the RFQ trap II, of the cylindrical Penning trap, and of the electron source
at the Penning trap are shown in insets

observed by laser ablation [7], even higher charge states have been produced of gold and
of aluminum clusters by their simultaneous storage with electrons inside a Penning trap
[12–18]. Recently, production of di- and trianionic gold clusters in a linear radio-frequency
quadrupole (RFQ) trap has been demonstrated by exposing stored monoanions to an elec-
tron beam [16, 17]. In the present report, methods for electron attachment to trapped cluster
anions are characterized for both Penning and RFQ traps. Gold cluster dianions have been
produced in an RFQ trap that has been operated in a digital-ion-trap (DIT) mode [19–22],
including field free time-periods [23].

2 Experimental setup

The experiments have been performed at the ClusterTrap, a setup designed for production
and investigation of gas-phase cluster ions [17, 24–26]. For the present studies, metal clus-
ters have been produced by laser irradiation of a metal wire and subsequent expansion of
the vapor into vacuum by means of a helium gas pulse [27]. By variation of the laser and
gas-pulse parameters, the cluster distribution is shifted with respect to the cluster size, i.e.
the number of atoms. Of the neutral and singly charged clusters produced in the source, the
mono-anionic ones are captured and accumulated in a linear radio-frequency quadrupole ion
trap (RFQ trap I in Fig. 1). After ejection from this trap, they are guided by an electrostatic
quadrupole deflector and other ion-optical elements into a 12-T cylindrical Penning trap
(inset in Fig. 1) [17, 24]. During in-flight capture and storage, cluster ions are mass-over-
charge selected and exposed to interaction steps of interest. The latter involve an electron
beam from a movable, heated rhenium filament (inset in Fig. 1), and a laser beam with
pulse durations in the nanosecond range. Charged reaction products remain stored and are
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subsequently analyzed by time-of-flight (ToF) mass spectrometry, for the present study by
ejection from the Penning trap and drift to detector 1 (Fig. 1).

In an alternative experimental sequence, cluster monoanions accumulated in RFQ trap
I are transferred into another linear ion trap (RFQ trap II, Fig. 1), which is particularly
designed and equipped for the investigation of polyanion production in a radio-frequency
trap [17]. The heated filament of a small, cut-open halogen lamp is located behind the
RFQ trap II and provides an electron beam along the trap axis, which can be monitored
by a movable electron collector plate (inset in Fig. 1). For unhindered passage of electrons
through the RFQ trap II, it is operated as a three-state digital ion trap [23], i.e. the radio-
frequency voltage is realized by well-tailored, fast (kHz) switching between three electric
potentials, instead of the usual harmonic voltage signals. One of the three potential steps
corresponds to zero-volt potential differences between the RFQ rods, i.e. few-microsecond
intervals of a field-free trap volume [23]. The passage of the electron beam is supported by
a low magnetic field of about 20 mT, orientated parallel to the trap axis. It is provided by
two induction coils located outside the vacuum vessel (Fig. 1).

3 Electron attachment in RFQ trap II

Production of polyanionic metal clusters in a linear radio-frequency trap is realized by
attachment of electrons to stored cluster monoanions. For this purpose, an electron beam
is guided along the trap axis during the field-free time slots of the digital radio-frequency
trapping voltage, i.e. the clusters are exposed to a sequence of microsecond electron-beam
pulses.

From the many collisions between cluster anions and electrons, only some will result in
the attachment of an electron, i.e. in the increase of the negative charge state of the cluster.
However, this will be the case only if the cluster is large enough to accept and (meta-)stably
bind another electron [3, 13, 18, 28]. The relative yield of polyanionic clusters is mainly
determined by the electron energy during the interaction process. For very high electron
energies, a collision might result in ”kicking out” an electron from the anionic cluster, i.e.
electron loss, rather than electron attachment. However, for attachment, the approaching
electron has to overcome the repulsing Coulomb potential of the already negatively charged
cluster, i.e. it has to exceed a minimum energy value. The Coulomb-barrier height, and
hence the required electron energy, increases with the negative charge state of the cluster.
Thus, the energy distribution of the incident electron beam is crucial not only for the yield
of polyanionic clusters, but also for the reachable charge state. Note, that a more technical
criterion, due to the trapping conditions, may limit the reachable charge state even stronger:
while some higher charge state might be produced by electron attachment, the mass-over-
charge ratio of the resulting cluster polyanion may prevent it from being further trapped,
i.e. in the present experimental setup those clusters are lost from the RFQ-trap before being
detected. This is different from the Penning trap where there is no lower storage limit of the
mass-over-charge range.

The energy of the attaching electrons is to first order approximated by the difference
between the filament floating potential and the offset potential of the ion trap, assuming
the stored clusters are cooled into the axial trapping well, e.g. by application of buffer gas.
Then, the mean energy is easily controlled by varying the filament float potential. However,
the width of the electron-energy distribution depends on the type of electron source. In the
present case of a resistively heated filament, it is determined by the voltage drop between
both ends of the filament, caused by the heating current. Figure 2 shows the emitted current
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Fig. 2 a Electron current Ie emitted from a heated filament source as a function of the electron energy
Ee . b The derivative dIe/dEe reflects the distribution of the electron energy (symbols), and is fitted with a
Gaussian function (solid line) yielding a mean energy of 98.5 eV and a FWHM of 6.3 eV

of such a type of filament electron source as a function of the electron energy. The latter
is determined by a blocking potential applied to a grid in front of an electron collector.
(Note, that this analysis has been realized in a separate setup, i.e. without the RFQ trap II.)
From the derivative of the measured current, the full width at half maximum of the energy
distribution is determined to be about 6 eV, while the energy width at the base level reflects
the voltage drop along the filament of about 10 eV.

It is planned for future experiments to determine the Coulomb potential height for a given
cluster size and charge state by measuring the yield of ions with the next higher charge state
as a function of electron energy. However, such a task requires energy distributions in the
few meV range to resolve, e.g., the potential heights of clusters with the same charge state,
but with different sizes. Respective electron-energy distributions may be obtained either by
more suitable types of electron sources, e.g. indirectly heated ones, or by combining the
present source with an electron energy selector with meV-resolving power.

In particular low-energy electrons are easily diverted from their initial direction of motion
by weak electric fields. However, at the same time they are well guided by magnetic fields
low enough to keep the motion of atomic ions, let alone of cluster ions, undisturbed. The
magnetic field superimposed on the RFQ trap II [17] has been analyzed prior to installation
of the induction coils at the ClusterTrap setup. The axial magnetic field inside the vacuum
vessel (but under atmospheric pressure) has been measured by use of a Hall probe (Fig. 3a).
The two circular coils produce maxima of the magnetic field strength close to the positions
where the electrons enter and leave the trapping volume through holes in the endcaps (EC1
and EC2 in Fig. 3a). Between the endcaps the field strength drops to about 80 % of the
maximum, still sufficient to guide the electrons.

After installation of the coils at the setup, the electron current through the trap has been
monitored as a function of magnetic field strength B (Fig. 3b) by means of the movable
collector located between the electrostatic ion deflector and the RFQ trap II (Fig. 1). While
no electron current is detected behind the trap without any magnetic field, about 30 μA are
measured for B = 20 mT.

In recent experiments, electron attachment in the RFQ trap II operated in the 2-state DIT
mode (Fig. 4a), i.e. without field-free time intervals in the RF-signal, had been realized.
As a result, production of gold cluster di- and trianions [16], as well as combined polyan-
ion production with attachment first in the RFQ and then in the Penning trap, has been
demonstrated [17].
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Fig. 3 a Magnetic field inductivity B as a function of the z-position along the axis of RFQ trap II for
different coil currents (1.4A/24.5V red circles; 1.0A/17.4V blue squares; 0.6A/10.4V green triangles). The
coil separation D=16.5 mm and the positions of trap endcaps (EC), electron source (S) and electron collector
(C) are indicated. b Current on the electron collector (C) at the RFQ trap II (without application of an
RF-field) as a function of the applied magnetic field

Fig. 4 a-b Schematic of the rectangular radio-frequency potential of a 2-state (a), and of a 3-state digital
ion trap (b) with a duty cycle of 0.4 [23], i.e. 20 % of the period are at 0-V level. c-d Mass-spectra of gold
clusters after accumulation in RFQ trap I, transfer to RFQ trap II and irradiation with an electron-beam,
transfer to the Penning trap and ejection from there towards detector 1. c Reference spectrum of monoanions
Au−1

n (n = 50 to 70) stored for 2.6 s in RFQ trap II operated in the 3-state DIT-mode (fR = 65 kHz, UR = 70
V), without application of an electron-beam. d Dianions Au−2

n produced after exposing the gold monoanions
to 17-eV electron pulses of 2 μs duration over a period of 20,000 RF-cycles

Production of dianionic gold clusters in the RFQ trap II operated in the 3-state DIT mode
(Fig. 4b) has been realized for the first time. Gold cluster monoanions, Au−1

n , produced by
the cluster source were trapped in the RFQ trap II for 2.6 s (Fig. 4c). Application of electron
pulses of 2 μs duration over about 20,000 RF-cycles (i.e. total interaction time of 40 ms)
results in the appearance of dianionic gold clusters, Au−2

n , in the spectrum (Fig. 4d). The
inset shows signals at half integers of the size-over-charge ratio n/z due to the negative
charge state z = 2. While the previous experiments with the 2-state DIT required an electron
energy of several electronvolts to traverse the RFQ trap, the application of the 3-state DIT
with intermediate field-free time periods prepares experiments for electron attachment with
sub-electronvolt energies.
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Fig. 5 a Relative abundance of gold anions Au−z
n , n = 127 ± 15, z = 1 − 4, as a function of the reaction

time in the Penning trap, after application of an electron beam for 20 ms. b-c Relative abundance of gold
polyanions, Au−z

n , n = 135 ± 15, z = 2 − 4, as a function of storage time, after application of an electron
beam for 20 ms, without (b) and with removal of electrons (c) after a reaction time of 100 ms by pulsing the
endcap electrodes for 1 μs. The lines are included to guide the eyes

4 Electron attachment in a Penning trap

First production of gas-phase polyanionic metal clusters in a 5-T Penning ion trap was
reported for di- and tri-anions of gold, silver and titan [3, 12, 13, 29]. Later, di-, tri-, tetra-,
and penta-anions of aluminum clusters were observed [14, 15, 30, 31]. With the recent
upgrade of the ClusterTrap setup to a 12-T Penning trap, higher charge states for gold
clusters have been reported, reaching from tetra- up to hexa-anions [17, 18]. Electron attach-
ment in the Penning trap is realized by the electron-bath technique, i.e. the simultaneous
trapping of cluster monoanions and electrons [12]. In short, during the storage of cluster
monoanions, an electron beam and argon gas are simultaneously pulsed into the trap vol-
ume. Low-energy secondary electrons are produced by electron-impact ionization of argon
gas atoms and remain trapped, while the argon cations and the high-energy primary elec-
trons leave the trap. During a reaction time of typically 1 s polyanionic clusters are formed
and remain stored until they are extracted and analyzed.

Besides the cluster-size criterion [3, 13, 18, 28], the maximum charge state and the rela-
tive yields of the polyanionic species are to some extent controlled by the trapping potential
depth, which limits the energy of trapped electrons [14, 31–34], and by the reaction time
[31, 34] as shown for the case of gold clusters (Fig. 5a). While the distribution is dominated
by dianions and non-converted monoanions after 10 ms, those species disappear after a few
seconds in favor of tri- and tetra-anions. For application of further experimental steps on
a given charge-state distribution, the reaction time is intentionally terminated by removing
the stored electrons from the trap without affecting the stored cluster anions. It is realized
by a 1-μs pulsing of the endcap electrodes (Fig. 5b-c), a technique known as suspended
trapping [35, 36]. Thus, lifetime measurements on meta-stable polyanionic clusters may
become feasible.

In the present setup, the electron source, made of a resistively heated stripe of rhenium
foil, is mounted on a horizontally movable support and is located just outside the 12-T super-
conducting magnet, i.e. in the region of a strong magnetic-field gradient. Thus, electrons are
guided close to the axis of the Penning trap, even if they are emitted from an off-axis posi-
tion, as monitored by the production of polyanionic gold clusters (Fig. 6a). Thus, production
and subsequent laser excitation of polyanionic clusters [34, 37–39] can be combined in an
experimental sequence, where the electron beam and the laser beam enter the trap from the
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Fig. 6 a Relative yield of gold cluster polyanions (Au−z
n , n = 64 ± 8, z = 1 − 3) as a function of the

radial filament position relative to the Penning trap axis. b ToF-spectrum of gold cluster dianions (Au−2
n ,

n = 48 − 68) as produced in the RFQ II trap and subsequently stored in the Penning trap for 10 s. The
distribution shows signals at full and at half-integer values of n/z due to the dianionic charge state z = 2
(inset). c ToF-spectrum of gold cluster anions after laser excitation of the dianions for 5 s (Nd:YAG laser,
532 nm, 30 Hz, 5 ns, 2.67 mJ). Monoanions are produced by photo-activated electron emission from the
dianions

same side of the magnet, leaving the other side available for undisturbed cluster capture and
time-of-flight analysis (Fig. 1) [17].

An example for laser excitation of gold cluster dianions is shown in Fig. 6. Here, the
dianions were produced in the RFQ trap II prior to transfer into and storage in the Penning
trap (Fig. 6b). After application of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser (repetition rate 30 Hz, wavelength
532 nm, pulse energy 2.67 mJ) for 5 s, monoanions are formed by electron emission from
the dianions (Fig. 6c). Note that, in general, there is a size-dependent decay-pathway com-
petition of electron emission and neutral-atom evaporation for dianions as well as further
(possibly multiple) decay of the monoanions [37, 39]. In order to disentangle the details of
the decay sequences, future experiments will include size and charge-state separation prior
to the laser irradiation.

5 Summary and outlook

Different aspects of electron attachment to clusters in ion traps have been discussed with
respect to polyanion production. Recent studies in a linear radio-frequency trap have been
extended to the 3-state digital ion trap. This mode includes time slots with zero voltage
between the RFQ rods, i.e. electrons encounter a field-free trapping volume. Thus, polyan-
ion production with well-controlled low-energetic electrons will provide means for studying
the repulsive Coulomb potential of negatively charged metal clusters.

While simultaneous storage of cluster monoanions and electrons in a Penning trap results
in the formation of polyanionic clusters, the controlled removal of electrons from the trap
will allow future lifetime studies of meta-stable polyanionic species. Moreover, an electron
source located off the trap axis still provides an electron beam close to this axis due to
the presence of the magnetic field of the Penning trap. Thus, the limited access to the trap
volume inside the bore of the superconducting magnet remains available for application of,
e.g., a laser beam.
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Experimental results on gold clusters for polyanion production in both types of traps
have been presented. In conclusion, ion traps are versatile and flexible tools for the investi-
gation of size-selective metal clusters, in particular for studies on formation and stability of
polyanions.
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